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Abstract 

This essay examines the relation between gender and adherence to Brown and Levinson's 

Politeness Principle. Women and men tend to use language for different purposes and for the 

purpose of achieving various goals. In order to examine this relation, a research study was 

conducted. Two women and three men were observed discussing subjects given by an 

interviewer. The collected interview data gathered from the conversation was analyzed and 

related to the Politeness Principle. Aspects from sociolinguistics, such as theories from gender 

and language studies, and the Cooperative Principle as proposed by H P Grice, were also 

considered and formed part of the analysis. The results indicate that there is a small difference 

between women’s versus men’s adherence to the Politeness Principle. More specifically, women 

tend to use more aspects of linguistic politeness. However, as the sample group of the research 

study consisted of only five participants, the limits of the study in terms of the generalizability of 

the results are recognized and suggestions have been made for further research.  
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1. Introduction 

How gender influences how people perceive the world is an extensively discussed topic, as will 

be described in this essay. In linguistics, gender is examined in terms of how females and males 

use language. There are aspects of language that are stereotypically assigned to a gender, such as 

women’s more empathic way of speaking (Locke, 2011, p. 9) and how men more frequently 

interrupt (Tannen, 1993, p. 10). The author’s main aim in this study is to determine what 

differences exist between how men and women incorporate politeness, as defined by established 

pragmatic approaches, into their conversation in order to transmit intended meanings. 

Consequently, this study aims to establish whether there are any differences between how men 

and women adhere to the Politeness Principle.  

 

The research questions this study seeks to answer are as follows: 

• Are there any differences in how often men and women break the Cooperative Principle? 

• Do women tend to use encouraging responses more frequently than men do? 

• Do men tend to interrupt more frequently than women do?  

 

These would be answered by conducting a research study which consisted of generating data by 

means of initiating a conversation; the conversation which occurred involved three male and two 

female participants who discussed two subjects given by an interviewer. The conversation was 

recorded and transcribed. The data gathered from the transcription was examined using a mix of 

quantitative and qualitative research methods. In order to analyze the data, aspects from 

pragmatics and sociolinguistics were examined according to the Politeness Principle.  

 In the Theoretical Background chapter of this essay, the aspects that are relevant to the 

Politeness Principle are presented and discussed. The subchapters are pragmatics, where the 

importance of context and the Cooperative Principle are explained; sociolinguistics, where the 

study of language in relation to society and culture and how language use and interpretation is 

affected by gender is outlined; and, finally, the Politeness Principle, where the principle is 

presented and the important aspects are more thoroughly expounded. The next chapter of the 

essay is methodology, where the research study is fully described. The subsequent chapter is the 

Results and Analysis chapter, where the data gathered from the research study is summarized, 

examined and analyzed. This chapter is divided into three subchapters and these are named 
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Breaking the Maxims, Keeping Face, and Encouraging Responses. In the subsequent chapter, the 

Discussion, the analyzed data is discussed in correlation to the theories and the broader 

implications of the study are considered. In the last chapter, the results of the research are 

evaluated, final conclusions are proposed and further studies are suggested.  
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2. Theoretical Background 

 

2.1 Pragmatics 

In order to fully understand what can be classified as linguistic politeness, it is important to delve 

into pragmatics first. It is in pragmatics that language in its context is more thoroughly examined 

in order to better understand the speaker’s intended meaning. It is in context that interactions 

between humans become interpretable, and it is important to understand that context is dynamic 

as the surroundings and tone of a conversation between people is constantly changing (Mey, 

2001, p. 39). An utterance could be appropriate and not perceived as impolite depending on the 

relationship between the interlocutors or if it is said in particular context (Grundy, 2008, p. 189). 

Small pragmatic particles, such as boosters and hedges, are interpreted as polite to varying 

degrees depending on the context in which they are uttered (Holmes, 1995, p. 86). Boosters and 

hedges will be further explained in the subchapter Encouraging Responses of this essay. Mey 

explains that “in contrast to traditional linguistics, which first and foremost concentrates on the 

elements and structures (such as sounds and sentences) that the language users produce, 

pragmatics focuses on the language-using humans” (2001, pp. 4-5). When determining whether 

an utterance is polite or impolite, pragmatic theories such as the Cooperative Principle are often 

used in association with the Politeness Principle.  

 

2.1.1 The Cooperative Principle 

One of the more influential theories within pragmatics about the meaning of politeness is 

philosopher Paul Grice's conversational principles. Grice’s Cooperative Principle (CP), or model 

of conversation, proposes that human communication is rational, purposeful, and goal-directed 

(Mao, p. 453). It is therefore important to examine more closely the finer details of speech 

occurring within a conversation, in what context they are said, and what implicatures these 

details are intended to generate. With the CP, as the name entails, Grice argues that in order to 

communicate in a way which is not difficult to understand, people must cooperate (Mey, 2001, p. 

72). The CP contains four maxims, which is as follows: 

 

• Quantity: Give the right amount of information: i.e.  

• Make your contribution as informative as is required; 
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• Do not make your contribution more informative than is required. 

• Quality: Try to make your contribution one that is true: i.e.  

• Do not say what you believe to be false; 

• Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence 

• Relation: Be relevant 

• Make your contribution relevant 

• Manner: Be perspicuous; i.e.  

• avoid obscurity 

• avoid ambiguity 

• be brief 

• be orderly 

(Grice, 1991, p. 27) 

 

When these maxims are broken, communication becomes more difficult and it could be 

considered impolite or rude not to follow them (Leech, 1983, p. 81). The notion of ‘face’, which 

will be further examined in the section “The Linguistic ‘Face’” in this essay, is part of what 

motivates humans to cooperate and to not break Grice’s maxims (Mey, 2001, p. 75). By being 

polite, people keep their own faces from being threatened, as well as being considerate for the 

addressee’s face (Mey, 2001, p. 76). It is clear that pragmatics must be considered when 

exploring linguistic politeness. As Leech explains, the Cooperative Principle does not elaborate 

upon why people often use an indirect way of speaking. The Politeness Principle may, however, 

account for this (Leech, 1983, p. 80).  

 

2.2 Sociolinguistics  

Hudson (1996) defined sociolinguistics as “the study of language in relation to society.” (p. 1) 

As it implies, sociolinguistics studies a variety of aspects of society, such as social variables and 

cultural norms, and how these affect the way language is used. As one aspect of sociolinguistics 

considers how language changes on an individual level and in cultural contexts, it often overlaps 

with pragmatics. While pragmatics considers the context of language in the moment of the 

conversation, sociolinguistics explores the relation between language and the culture within 

which the language is used (Coupland & Jaworski, 1997, p. 31). However, as cultures differ from 
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each other, it is important to be aware the social constraints that each culture has as a part of their 

language (Hudson, 1996, p. 107). Hudson gives examples from the social constraints that Britain 

requires for polite speech, where people are “required to respond when someone else greets us” 

and “when someone else is talking we are required to keep more or less silent (but not totally 

so)” (ibid.). Speakers can choose to either obey or flout these constraints, which affect the way in 

which the person is perceived in their culture (ibid.). This essay will be mostly concerned with 

the aspect of gender and how it affects the way language is used.  

 

2.2.1 Gender and Language 

The sex of a person is more easily defined in contrast to gender, as sex is a biological 

phenomenon determined by genetic and physiological characteristics, and gender, which, for the 

purpose of this essay, is largely a cultural construction (Locke, 2011, p. 9). It was Lakoff (1975) 

who first brought the study of women’s speech into the academic focus (ibid., p. 11). While she 

made observations about how women tend to use more color terms1, hedges, intensifiers and to 

speak in a more empathic way, she did not prove any of her observations through verifiable data. 

Although it is problematic that no data was collected, it was her findings that prompted linguists 

to continue to study the relation between gender and language (Locke, 2011, pp. 9-10). What is 

defined as masculine and feminine can differ depending on the society and culture in which it is 

researched. It is worth noting that gender and language is a complicated subject to study. Tannen 

(1993) states that there is an inconsistency in gender and language studies, as she claims the 

methods used in research have been inadequate to approach the data and these have therefore 

affected the results (p. 10). In this essay, the gender studies mentioned will be confined to those 

aspects which have focused on the relationship between gender and language. One widely 

studied subject in gender studies is interruptions, which is stereotypically claimed to be 

something that men do more frequently than women (ibid.). However, James and Clarke note 

that research has found that there is no significant correlation between gender and the frequency 

of interruptions (1993, p. 231). The way in which research studies are carried out and measured 

in gender studies, as for example concerning interruptions, should be critically viewed, as men 

and women may use simultaneous talk to achieve different effects (ibid., p. 232). Although there 

                                                 
1 Color terms are words or phrases which refer to colors that are “universals of human experience”, such 

as colors connected to the sun, the sky, the trees and the ground (Wierzbicka 2009). 
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are researchers who disagree with the claim that the difference is insignificant, there seems to be 

a consensus with regard to the differences in functions between how men and women use 

language (Holmes, 1995, p. 72). Women tend to use language in order to connect and to focus on 

the needs of the addressee to a greater extent than men, while men tend to use language in order 

to maintain and elevate their status (ibid., p. 38). The way in which women and men express 

themselves must also be taken into consideration. Brown’s research focuses on gender 

differentiation in the municipality Tenejapa in Mexico, and it showed that men use more direct 

and straightforward speech, which could be interpreted as less polite, especially when put in 

contrast to women’s speech, whereby women were found to take more interest in what their 

conversational partner talked about (Brown, 1993, pp. 146-147). The differences between the 

way men and women talk also varies depending on to whom they are talking. Locke (2011) 

problematizes this, as he points out how the focus is often concentrated on the way men and 

women talk to each other, not how they communicate with “their own kind” (p. 1). Johnstone 

(1993, p. 68) explains the differences of men’s talk and women’s: 

 

 All could be subsumed under the general claim that men and women live in different  

 worlds, be these affective and/or cognitive psychological worlds; social worlds involving  

 relationships or prestige, power, and status; or worlds of belief and knowledge created by  

 culture; and that the world in which a person lives helps to shape the person’s talk. 

 

This further emphasizes the importance of sociolinguistics when considering this aspect, as the 

world an individual perceives is related to the society in which the individual lives.  

 

2.3 Politeness Principle 

The ways in which people define and use politeness have been studied for several decades. 

Although there were earlier attempts to define linguistic politeness and identify a general 

principle, it was Brown and Levinson who discerned a “Politeness Principle” and then proposed 

it to be a universal concept (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 311). As to the universality of the 

Politeness Principle, it has been argued that their theory is lacking in terms of failing to consider 

non-Western cultures, where politeness is expressed differently or the focus lies on group 

identity, not upon individualism (Mao, 1993, p. 452). However, the expansion of the principle 
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has led to linguists across the world pursuing research in the subject of linguistic politeness. 

Holmes (1995, p. 5) refers to politeness as “behaviour which actively expresses positive concern 

for others, as well as non-imposing distancing behaviour”, which is the definition that will be 

used in this essay. Holmes further explains that people who are considered polite often try to 

avoid face-threatening acts, such as insults and order, and they try to “reduce the threat” of 

unavoidable acts, such as requests and warnings (ibid.). The concept of face-threatening acts will 

be further explained in the section entitled “The Linguistic ‘Face’”.  

 

2.3.1 Negative and positive politeness 

Under the Politeness Principle, there are two main types of politeness, namely negative 

politeness and positive politeness. Politeness is generally used to maintain ‘face’, as one’s face 

depends on others to maintain their face as well (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 313). Negative 

politeness means “recognising the autonomy of others and avoiding intrusion”, while positive 

politeness is concerned with “emphasising connectedness and appreciation” (Holmes, 1995, p. 

24). Politeness is also expressed in different ways depending on the culture, and this must be 

taken into account when researching politeness. An example of this is evident in how politeness 

is performed in Japan, where the degree of politeness is often expressed through the morphology 

of the language, through verb forms with suffixes that express the degree of politeness that the 

speaker wants to express (ibid., p. 8). However, in western cultures, people tend to show 

politeness through other means. Positive politeness in the West tends to be expressed by phrasing 

utterances with consideration for the addressee, responding encouragingly and positively in 

conversation, as well as giving compliments and express appreciation (ibid., pp. 24–25). 

Negative politeness tends to be expressed by avoiding being too direct or forceful, interrupting 

and hogging the talking time (ibid., p. 25).  

 

2.3.2 The linguistic ‘face’ 

In the Politeness Principle, ‘face’, which was first introduced by Goffman in 1967 (Mey, 2001, p. 

74), is described as the image which every member of a society wants to claim for themselves 

(Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 311). There are two aspects of face, and these are negative face 

and positive face. Negative face entails the claim to not be imposed upon by others, while 

positive face is a person’s “positive consistent self-image or ‘personality’” (ibid.) that derives 
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from interactions. It is further explained as being basic wants, where negative face is the “want 

of every ‘competent adult member’ that his actions be unimpeded by others” and positive face is 

“the want of every member that his wants be desirable to at least some others” (ibid., p. 312). 

The negative face is maintained or enhanced by non-imposition and positive face by interactions 

that make the addressee feel ratified, understood, approved of, liked or admired (ibid.).  

 Acts which ‘threaten’ the face are called “face-threatening acts”; these are acts that work 

in opposition to the speakers wants and are avoided by polite people (Holmes, 1995, p. 5). Face-

threatening acts which threaten the negative face include acts which put pressure on the 

addressee to do a future act, such as issuing orders, making requests, offering suggestions, 

advice, reminders, threats, warnings and dares. They also include acts that put pressure on the 

addressee to accept or reject, such as offers or promises. Finally, acts that show unreciprocated 

feelings or negative feelings toward the addressee, such as compliments, expressions of envy or 

admiration or the expression of strong negative feelings towards the addressee, are also face-

threatening acts (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 314).  In contrast, the face-threatening acts which 

threaten the positive face include acts that indicate “that the speaker does not care about the 

addressee’s feelings, wants, etc” (ibid.). These would encompass criticism, complaints, insults, 

contradictions, disagreements, challenges, mention of taboo topics, raising emotional or 

controversial topics, and interrupting (ibid.).  

 

2.3.3 Encouraging Responses 

‘Hedges’ are words that weaken or soften the force of an utterance, such as a bit, seemed, didn’t 

you and perhaps, while ‘boosters’ are words that strengthen the force of an utterance, such as 

really, of course, must and incredibly (Holmes, 1995, pp. 72–73). Certain lexical items or 

pragmatic particles can also be considered hedges and boosters, such as you know and I think, as 

well as tag questions (ibid., p. 73). They can both be used to strengthen or weaken the negative 

or positive effect of an utterance, and therefore positively or negatively affect the face of the 

addressee (ibid., p. 77). They are therefore an important part in the way women and men use 

politeness and can affect if the participants feel as if they are losing face or not in a conversation. 

Lakoff (1975) suggests that hedges and boosters were typical for women’s speech in the 1970’s; 

however, she further notes that they expressed the social insecurity of women and the propensity 
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to use politeness more frequently than men. Brown and Levinson have also considered them to 

be politeness devices. (ibid., p. 73)  

 Furthermore, Holmes (1995) notes that women have a tendency to both agree with each 

other more frequently than men do, as well as seeking agreement with their addressee to a 

greater extent (p. 60). A New Zealand study conducted by Pilkington in 1992 shows that women 

have a more supportive and cooperative way of using language, while men less frequently use 

agreeing responses (ibid., pp. 60–61), these agreeing responses can include utterances such as 

mm and yeah, and they encourage participants of a conversation to further engage in the dialogue 

(ibid., pp. 59–60). To maximize areas of agreement is in many contexts perceived as being 

polite, and is therefore an important aspect to investigate. To disagree is perceived as impolite, 

and is therefore discouraged in a polite conversation. Research conducted on children has shown 

that boys tend to use disagreeing responses more frequently than girls, and do so more overtly 

(ibid., p. 62). To overtly disagree with a conversational partner can be regarded as a face-

threatening act (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 314). 
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3. Methodology 

A research study was designed and carried out in order to establish the degree of correlation 

between gender and the degree of adherence to the Politeness Principle as described in Chapter 

2. The study was intended to have an equal number of women and men participating, specifically 

six women and six men, and all were Swedish-speaking first year university students. They 

would be randomly selected in different classes as they appeared on the university at the time of 

the recruiting. The participants were required to sit together and, in Swedish, discuss two topics, 

for 30 minutes each; the topic to be discussed was supplied by the interviewer. The topics were 

chosen in order for the discussion to be as effortless as possible and to minimize the risk of the 

conversation drying up. The two topics were as follows: 

• How do social media affect our society? 

• What is it that makes a person be perceived as weird? 

The discussions were recorded (audio only) using two mobile devices and the interviewer and an 

observer took notes during the discussion. 

 

Difficulties were encountered in finding twelve individuals willing and able to participate in the 

study due to students’ own studies and lack of time. Consequently, it was only possible to find 

six volunteers, all of whom were campus students at Halmstad University. The time of the study 

also had to be reduced from an hour into twenty minutes. When approached by the interviewer, 

participants were briefed that they would be given topics to discuss among themselves. It was 

decided that they would not be given precise information about what the research study was 

investigating, as informing them of this might have made them self-aware in how they spoke to 

each other and therefore it was possible to avoid affecting the authenticity of the data. Instead, 

they were assured that it would not be a test, they would not be judged based on knowledge, and 

that they would be allowed to speak in a natural and casual manner. They were also informed 

about the observer and the interviewer who would, after providing participants with the topics, 

sit quietly and take notes during the conversation. Three women and three men agreed to 

participate and were given a time and place to meet the interviewer. One of the women did not 

attend as arranged, which made the total number of participants five - two women and three men. 

Prior to the start of the research study, the interviewer read a short information sheet (Appendix 

C) to all participants. It informed them about how the research study would be conducted, 
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assured them of their anonymity, and informed them that they could leave the study at any point. 

They were also told that they could be briefed about the topic of the essay after the discussion 

had ended. The interviewer assigned the first discussion topic and started the recording devices. 

After the first topic was presented, the discussion began and the interviewer started a timer as to 

see when 10 minutes had elapsed. After 10 minutes, the interviewer stopped the discussion and 

relayed the second topic, which was also discussed for 10 minutes. Afterwards the group was 

briefed on the topic of the essay and thanked for their participation. 

 

The recorded discussions were transcribed (Appendix A) and translated (Appendix B). The 

quantitative analysis is presented in the Results and Analysis chapter of this essay. Specific 

words and phrases have been categorized into encouraging responses, as well as face-threatening 

acts and other aspects of politeness, as defined in the Theoretical Background chapter of the 

essay. 
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4. Results and Analysis 

In this section of the essay, the transcription will be analyzed and discussed in relation to the 

relevant aspects from the Theoretical Background section. The transcription was originally 

written in Swedish, but it was translated into English for the purposes of this essay. As the study 

was recorded, the intonation or tone of the participants were often a great help in evaluating 

whether a statement was said in an affirmative way. When the tone of what a participant said was 

ambiguous or unclear from only reading the participant’s spoken words, this is indicated in the 

“Comments” column on the right side of the transcription. Interruptions that break the speech 

flow are also recorded in the same column, as well as other aspects that can be worth noting for 

the analysis. Both the interviewer and the observer were assured that the participants were 

comfortable, and did not have any issues expressing their views or feelings about either of the 

discussion subjects. None of the participants expressed discomfort or animosity toward each 

other during the recording. There was only one short instance of silence during the entire 

recording, which only lasted for a few seconds (Appendix B, line 326).  

 

4.1 Breaking the maxims 

In order to keep face in a conversation, it is essential for the participants to avoid breaking the 

four maxims. For the participants to avoid breaking the maxim of quantity, and therefore avoid 

the risk of being perceived as impolite, it is important that they do not say more or less than what 

is required. However, it is worth noting that, in order to be polite in a conversation with a group 

of strangers, the silence can be worse than speaking too much. When considering the length of 

each participant's turn, it is evident from the transcription that the conversation is relatively even. 

In the beginning of the conversation, male speaker (M1) and female speaker (F1) take the 

dominant position; however, they both turn to the other participants when they feel as if they 

have taken greater part than the rest (Appendix B, line 39-40). F1 also makes the effort to 

include the other participants in the end of the conversation (Appendix B, line 447). It can be 

argued that the involvement of the others is a way of keeping face for M1 and F1, as they will be 

perceived as inviting and this eliminates the risk of being seen as rude. Another way of involving 

the other participants is to refer to what has been said before, which M1 does on several 

occasions (Appendix B, line 4, 136). Although M1 is the participant who seems to try to involve 

the other participants to the greatest extent, he is also the individual who speaks for a longer 
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amount of time, as on lines 130-136, 223-227 and 327-340 (Appendix B).  Male speaker M3 is 

the participant who takes the smallest part in the conversation. This could be due to shyness or 

the belief that he does not have anything to contribute to the conversation. As the other 

participants are actively taking part in the conversation, it might not seem necessary for M3 to do 

the same in order to keep his face. The notion that women tend to focus more on their 

addressee’s needs and males tend to focus more on themselves might also be of relevance, as the 

inactivity of M3 in the conversation shows that he does not use many encouraging responses.  

 Interruptions are also relatively common in the conversation which can be argued is a 

way for participants to keep the conversation as even as possible between themselves. If one 

participant talks for a longer period of time, he or she is quite often interrupted by another 

participant in the group, as can be seen on line 228, 308, 420 and 434 (Appendix B). In the 

context of an energetic debate, interruptions can also to some extent be common and expected. 

Only rarely can an interruption be considered rude, as the tone of the interrupter often is 

affirmative and said with the desire to confirm what has been said. The participants never show 

any irritation when being interrupted, which could be due to the constant affirmative expressions 

they all use. These affirmations enhance the positive face of the speaker, as the participant 

receiving the affirmation will feel understood or, to some extent, liked. 

 The quality maxim is harder to examine in relation to the transcript, as it is in many cases 

impossible to know whether what the participants say is true or not, or have the requisite 

evidence. It is worth noting that when a fact is presented, it is often presented with hesitation or 

with the need of affirmation from another member of the group. For example, when M1 talks 

about a relatively new incident, he presents the statement “was it in Nystad it happened ((eh))—

the truck” (Appendix B, line 18), which is formulated more as a question. M1’s reason for this 

way of expressing himself might be to make another participant confirm the story, and therefore 

not break the maxim of quality. The discussion subjects that the group received were also meant 

to bring forth opinions, and not facts. As opinions are not truth-conditional, i.e. they are neither 

true nor false, the quality maxim is harder to break in this context.  

 The maxim of relation entails that what the participants say should be relevant to the 

discussion subjects they were given. The two discussion subjects were broad and it is therefore 

harder for the participants to break the maxim of relation. The narrower the subject is, the easier 

it becomes to break the maxim. However, there are instances where the participants seem to 
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strive further from the subject than necessary. As can be seen in Figure 1 below, M1 starts by 

giving a personal anecdote from his time as an exchange student, in order to come to the 

conclusion that certain xenophobic areas in the United States can be compared to areas in 

Sweden. Although M1 does eventually reach his intended main point, it can be interpreted as 

lengthy and unnecessary for him to make this clear. This might not be interpreted as breaking the 

maxim of relation, however, it is still worth noting as M1 is the closest participant to break the 

maxim.  

 

374 M1: But it comes—that is also (based) on societies ((eh)) 
I was (exchange year)-or exchange student three 
years ago in Minnesota= 

 

375 F1/F2:                                         mhm Showing interest 

376 M1:  =and that was when Trump said that he would start 
his campaign—and I was the only one laughing—
when he said that he would become president 

 

378 F2:                                                                           mm  

379 M1: Everybody else in the area thought he was serious—
and then it is (really like) then you get a perspective 
on—oh this is their like picture of everything and 
these were people who were my own age and 
nothing—that still said well this guy knows what he’s 
talking about 

 

380 F2:                   mm  

381 M1: And of course there’s areas like this in Sweden as 
well—you have like you have small—this was a 
small a small farmer society that was very focused 
on church but there are those in Sweden as well 

 

 

 

 Figure 1  

 

 The maxim of manner which, if not to be broken, entails that the participants should 

avoid obscurity and ambiguity, and encourages order and clarity in conversation. The 

participants often fail to be orderly and clear in their speech, as almost all of them start sentences 

and stop themselves in the middle of the sentence to begin a new sentence. It is also evident that 

some of the participants hesitate as they say “((eh))” (Appendix B, line 3, 4, 21, 47) frequently 
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during their turn. This can indicate that the participants wish to express themselves in a certain 

manner, or to structure their thoughts instead of expressing what first comes to mind. If a 

participant were to express themselves in an unconventional manner, it could affect their positive 

face as they would be less likely to be understood. M1 is the most frequent user of these 

“pauses”, while M3 is the one who use them the least. However, this might not indicate that M3 

is more or less willing to avoid affecting the face, as M1 is a dominant participant in the 

conversation while, as stated, M3 is the participant who speaks the least.  

 

4.2 Keeping face 

As previously stated, the interviewer and the observer perceived the conversation as positive. 

The participants appeared comfortable and were continuously supporting each other’s statements 

in various ways. By supporting each other’s statements and keeping the conversation from 

stalling, the participants keep themselves from losing face. By positive interactions, the positive 

face is enhanced and, if the conversation were to stop, it would negatively affect the face. 

Furthermore, due to the positive conversation, their positive face is enhanced. Although the 

majority of the conversation can only be interpreted as positive, there are parts of the interaction 

that are worthy of more attention when discussing the phenomenon of keeping or losing face.  

 

390 M1:  Out in like Småland ((eh))  

391 F1/F2: Yes mm Affirmative 

392 M2: I’m from Småland  

393 M3: ((laugh))  

394 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

395 M2: That’s kind of how it is—no I’m just kidding  

396 MP: ((laugh)) M1 laughs loudly 

397 M1: W-was not meant to—ta-take offense like  

 

 

Figure 2 
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In Figure 2, the context of what M1 is stating is that Småland is an example of an area 

where there are small towns and a perception has been detected by the speakers that these towns 

have a disproportionate number of people living there who are willing to express views that 

could be considered as xenophobic (Appendix B, line 366-386). This can be perceived as 

negative for an individual who has a connection to Småland, and who does not hold views that 

could be considered as being prejudiced against foreign nationals. When M1 gives the example, 

he is not aware of the fact that male speaker M2 comes from Småland, and when M2 directly 

states that fact, although done in a jocular manner, it confronts M1. However, both participants 

react in a manner that does not risk them losing face. M1 continues to push the joke about the 

fact that M2 is from Småland further, and emphasizes that what he said was not to offend 

anyone, while M2 laughs at M1’s joke. M1 also stutters in making the statement, which can be 

interpreted as a sign of insecurity in the conversation. Confrontation threatens the face and 

imposes on the addressee who will often try to rectify the situation. Although this is likely not an 

example of negative expression of feelings toward the addressee, as the statement is clearly said 

as a joke, it is important to show that it does create an insecurity and the need for M1 to explain 

himself. The whole group proceeds by laughing, and M1 continues the joke as he gestures and 

imitates M2 by pretending to be angry. The situation starts by potentially being face-threatening; 

however, as both participants rectify the situation by joking and taking the acrimony out of the 

statement, it transforms into a situation that seems to enhance the positive face of every member 

of the group.  

 One act that threatens the positive face is mentioning controversial topics. Politics can be 

viewed as sensitive and contentious, as it can highlight the values to which an individual adheres, 

both cognitively and emotionally. If two people in a conversation do not share the same values, 

the face can easily be threatened as an addressee desires to be understood and liked. The topic of 

politics is discussed during both discussion subjects. In the context of the first discussion subject, 

F1 expresses negative emotions toward how the world leaders, particularity the current American 

president, Donald Trump, use social media (Appendix B, line 230-234). What is worth noting 

here is that the subject of Trump might not be as controversial a topic in Sweden as it is in the 

United States. As discussed in the subchapter on sociolinguistics, above, social norms affect the 

way individuals use language. The social norm in Sweden may be to ridicule or criticize Trump, 

and this may be done in order to enhance one’s positive face, as one might gain acceptance from 
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one’s conversational partners in certain circles. The opposite could be true in a conversation 

taking place among certain groups in the United States, as the topic can offend in a more severe 

manner due to the political allegiances in the country and it could potentially contribute to losing 

face in a conversation. Although politics is inherently controversial, specific aspects of politics 

can be preferred as the subject of a conversation if the cultural norm is to criticize or laud a 

specific phenomenon. M1 raises the subject of Trump again during the second discussion 

(Appendix B, line 376). The participants did not show disagreement the first time Trump was 

criticized, and therefore there is a higher possibility for M1 to earn approval from at least one of 

his conversational partners when he brings up the subject once more.  

 Another face-threatening act which threatens the positive face is interruptions. The 

participants frequently interrupt each other during the discussion; however, it never seems to 

create aggression or negative feelings toward the individual who interrupts. If it does, it is not to 

the extent that participants overtly express the negative emotions. Even if they were to feel 

irritated toward another participant who interrupts, their aim of keeping face might keep them 

from openly criticizing or confronting the person, as it would be considered impolite. What is 

worth noting is that there are differences in how the males and females interrupt each other. In 

the discussion, the females tend to interrupt the other participants to show their understanding of 

the current speaker, while men tend to interrupt in order to introduce new information. It is 

observed that the females tend to emphasize the understanding of each other by interruptions to 

what might be considered an excessive degree, as they continuously interrupt one another.  

 

95 F2: Yes but I mean there’s both—really bad positive and negative 

with everything—so= 
 

96 M2: It can= Interruption 

97 F2:                =I mean  

98 M2:   =((cough)) it can affect you a lot-how a person is feeling as well  

99 F1:                             mm  

 

 

Figure 3  
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139 F2: Yes but just the fact that you that you that now you can make 

money on social media you can work as an influencer= 
 

140 F1:                        yeah yeah  

141 F2:  = that’s-that’s I think that triggers a lot of young people  

142 F1:            Yes you don’t really know= Interruption 

143 F2:  =to  

144 F1:            =what you want  

145 F2: No because it's like they only see a picture= Interruption 

146 F1:                                                                      yeah  

147 F2:  =or a text by someone (that) they like and=  

148 F1:                                                                yes exactly  

 

Figure 4 

 

 In Figure 3, M2 is interrupting F2 in order to further a topic of his own, as he wants to 

discuss a different aspect of the subject than F2. His statement does not correlate to what was 

previously said and is not said in order to emphasize F2’s statement. In comparison, in Figure 4 

F1 interrupts F2 by starting with an agreeing response and she then tries to further the point that 

F2 was trying to make. F1 emphasizes her agreement with both an agreeing response and by the 

interruption (line 142). This may indicate the tendency for women to generally have a more 

supportive and cooperative way of using language. Both males and females interrupt and so the 

gender of the speaker is not a relevant factor. F1 interrupts M1 on line 225 (Appendix B), with 

the intention to show understanding for what M1 said. M2 interrupts M1 on line 247 (Appendix 

B), in order to make a joke. There are examples of the males interrupting in order to show 

understanding as well, as on line 282, where M2 interrupts F1 to show that he understands the 

point that she was trying to make. It is further worth noting that an almost equal number of 

interruptions occurred between the females and males, which supports the notion that there is no 

correlation between frequency of interruptions and the gender of a person. It also seems evident 

that women and men use simultaneous talk to achieve different effects.  
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4.3 Encouraging Responses 

Hedges and boosters are being used by both male and female participants. The most frequent 

users are F1 and M1. F1 uses the booster “really” (Appendix B, lines 3, 32, 50, 142, 150) and 

M1 uses the booster “of course” (Appendix B, lines 134, 220, 378, 399, 418), frequently. Female 

speaker F2 often uses hedges that convey uncertainty, such as “maybe” (Appendix B, line 47, 

361), “I think” (Appendix B, line 47, 141), and “probably” (Appendix B, line 72, 321). This can 

indicate that she is trying to avoid losing face and is therefore more careful in her phrasing. 

Although M3 is the least active in the conversation, he often uses hedges when he speaks, such 

as “might” on line 75 and “maybe” on line 81 (Appendix B). M1 uses different hedges and 

booster a total of 52 times; M2, 9; M3, 3; F1, 32 and F2 uses them14 times. M1 as a male is, in 

contrast to Lakoff’s research on the women in 1970s that was discussed in the chapter 

sociolinguistics above in this essay, the most frequent user of hedges and boosters. M2 uses over 

five times as many as his male counterparts. F1 uses over twice as many as F2, who is closest to 

M2 in frequency. This data can indicate that the usage of boosters and hedges is not correlated to 

gender; it seems, however, to differentiate on a more individual level. The difference in 

frequency of using hedges and boosters between the genders is therefore not sufficient for 

drawing any correlation between the two. The difference that does exist can also be explained by 

the various participation in the conversation, as the small number of hedges and boosters uttered 

by M3.  

 The agreeing responses that were counted from the transcription include yes, yeah, mm, 

mhm, mmm, exactly, precisely, that’s right, absolutely, and indeed. The phrase of course was 

also categorized as an agreeing response when a participant expresses it in response to what was 

previously said. The word no was also counted when said to concur with what the previous or 

current speaker said. If two agreeing responses were said together, they were counted as one 

agreeing response. The agreeing responses that were identified are marked in bold in the 

transcripts (Appendix A, Appendix B). The research that has been conducted by Pilkington 

concerning agreeing responses shows that women tend to use them more often than men do. The 

data collected from the transcription show similar results. The agreeing responses made by each 

individual during the discussion were counted and compiled into a diagram, which can be seen 

below:  
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Diagram 1 

 

 As can be seen in Diagram 1, F1 uses by far the most agreeing responses of the five 

participants. M3 is the least frequent user of agreeing responses, which can be due to the fact that 

he is the least active in the conversation. F1 is constantly agreeing with all of the participants, 

and therefore makes herself an active participant in the whole conversation. F2 also uses 

agreeing responses frequently, although not as frequently as F1. The female participants use 

them much more frequently than the male participants, both directed toward each other and to 

the male participants. M2 and M3 rarely show agreement with the other participants through 

agreeing responses, but it should be noted that agreement can be expressed through other means. 

For example, continuing or paraphrasing another participant’s statement can show agreement and 

approval of said participant, as was seen above in figure 4. 
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5. Discussion 

The Cooperative Principle is based on the premise that human communication is rational, 

purposeful, and goal-directed. To evaluate linguistic politeness, it is important to consider the 

implicatures a speaker intends to generate and these implicatures can be found by examining 

whether, and how, speakers break or flout the maxims. Human beings use four maxims in order 

to keep the communication as cooperative as possible. The four maxims are quantity, quality, 

relation and manner. Sociolinguistics offers an explanation for why implicatures can differentiate 

depending on the culture in which the conversation takes place, and how different cultures have 

different social constraints. A person can either obey or flout these constraints, and their choice 

can affect whether a person is perceived as being polite in the linguistic sense.  

 The Politeness Principle was developed in order to examine linguistic politeness. It is 

based on the assumption that human beings have a (social) ‘face’, which is the image that every 

member of a society wants to claim for themselves. Face-threatening acts are to be avoided in 

order to maintain one’s face, while negative and positive politeness can enhance the face. 

Positive politeness is expressed through utterances with consideration for the addressee, while 

negative politeness tends to be performed by avoiding face-threatening acts. Face-threatening 

acts include insults, criticism, mention of taboo topics and interruptions. Positive politeness is 

expressed through encouraging responses, which include hedges, that is, words that soften the 

force of an utterance, and boosters, words that strengthen the force of an utterance. Encouraging 

responses also include agreeing responses, where the addressee shows agreement or 

encouragement through short utterances such as mm or yeah. 

 With regard to the Cooperative Principle, it was difficult to examine if the participants 

broke the maxim of quality, as it is impossible to know whether what the participants said were 

true or not. Furthermore, their observance of the maxim of relation is also difficult to evaluate, as 

the discussion subjects given to the participants were broad, which makes it harder to break the 

maxim. However, the participant who was the closest in breaking the relation maxim was male. 

The maxim of manner, especially in relation to orderliness and avoiding prolixity, was broken by 

multiple participants, both male and female, and was done by starting and stopping sentences 

irregularly, and hesitation in the form of “((eh))”. The most frequent user of these hesitation 

markers was male. The majority of the participants took an active and equal part in the 

conversation; their contributions were sufficient and not excessive for the purpose of the 
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interaction, and they therefore avoided breaking the quantity maxim. One male and one female 

attempted to involve other participants, in order to keep the conversation even between them.  

 All participants in the research study displayed some degree of politeness as 

characterized by the Politeness Principle, although the women used certain aspects more 

frequently. All participants maintained a positive attitude toward each other, and the 

conversation was never entirely dominated by one participant. Although one of the male 

participants was identified as the quietest member of the group, he was never discouraged by the 

other members when he spoke. The women and men were both encouraged by politeness devices 

while speaking. However, the results of the research study show that women are more likely to 

use specific politeness devices, as there was a substantial difference in regard to agreeing 

responses. The women were more frequent in assuring their addressee of their agreement than 

the men. Hedges and boosters were used by both males and females on a frequent basis. The 

differences between gender and usage were not substantial enough to conclude a correlation, as 

the differences were primarily based on individuality. Interruptions were also made by both 

genders frequently, although the men and women seemed to use them achieve different effects. 

The women tended to interrupt in order to show agreement or understanding with the addressee, 

while men tended to use interruptions to further their own opinions or views. There were 

examples of the men interrupting in order to show agreement as well, but not to the same extent 

as the women. The two women were active throughout the conversation, while the involvement 

of the three men varied more. 

 Considering the first research question, none of the participants broke the maxims in 

Grice’s Cooperative Principle (1991) to a substantial degree. As the quality and relation maxims 

are difficult to evaluate, any conclusions made concerning the analysis of them should not be 

considered. The maxim of manner is broken frequently by both genders, as none of the 

participants are particularly orderly. It is worth noting that the most frequent user of hesitation 

markers is male, which can be considered impolite in the linguistic sense. The quantity maxim is 

not broken by the participants, but rather the opposite is the case as both a male participant and a 

female participant tried to involve the other participants. It could be argued that this is done in 

order to maintain the faces of the two, as breaking any maxim could negatively affect the face. 

This aligns with Mey’s (2001) explanation of how humans avoid breaking Grice’s maxims in 

order to cooperate and not threaten their own face (p. 75). To answer the research question, there 
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is no significant correlation between the gender of the participant and breaking the maxims. 

There are small differences regarding the maxim of manner, as a male participant uses more 

hesitation markers, although it has no relevant impact on the conclusion as the differences are 

miniscule.  

 From the analyzed data, it is apparent that there is no significant difference between 

gender in usage of hedges and boosters. The small difference that can be found is not significant 

enough to establish any correlation. A great difference in the usage of agreeing responses was 

observed, as women were seen to use them frequently more than men. This supports Holmes’ 

(1995, p. 62) research on how females make greater use of agreeing responses than males. As 

these responses are considered to be politeness devices, and are used in order to enhance the face 

of the addresser, it can be claimed that women are more linguistically polite. Therefore, the 

answer to the second research question is that women tend to use more encouraging responses 

than men.  

 Interruptions were frequently made by both genders, although the data suggests that 

James and Clarke’s (1993, p. 232) research concerning how females and males use simultaneous 

talk to achieve different effects is confirmed by this study. As interruptions are considered face-

threatening acts, they usually affect the face negatively. Women tend to use interruptions in order 

to show agreement, which positively affect the face and the consequence is therefore often that 

the interruption actually enhance the face. While the males’ interruptions can be categorized as 

face-threatening acts, the females’ interruptions can often be categorized as positive politeness. 

However, in regard to the last research question, men do not tend to interrupt more frequently 

than women. 
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6. Conclusion 

This research study indicates that there is a correlation between gender and adherence to the 

Politeness Principle is present. In contrast to male participants, female participants used more 

encouraging responses and tended to use their language to enhance what was said by the 

previous speaker. The reason for these differences might be that how men and women have 

divergent intentions behind their usage of speech. This research indicates that women tend to use 

language in order to show empathy and understanding for their addressee, while men tend to use 

it in order to further their own opinions.  

 The distribution of participants were not an even male to female ratio, which could have 

affected the conversation. There were six participants who had agreed to be in the research study; 

however, as one female did not attend for the time of the discussion, the ratio was uneven. All 

the participants were also of a similar age and level of education, and therefore arguably not 

representative of the entire population. A sample of participants consisting of an even ratio 

between males and females in various ages and levels of education, as well as a random sample 

of people, could possibly have made the results more empirically robust. Unfortunately, it was 

not possible for this research study, as time was of most importance and the students that were 

contacted before the volunteers could not participate. 

 It is important to point out that the original plan for the research study was to have three 

separate recordings. As was explained in the Theoretical Background chapter, the focus on how 

men and women talk to each other is often overlooked by the focus on the way they 

communicate in same-sex conversations. In order to obtain the most reliable results, the 

participants could have spoken to a group of same-sex people and the results compared to those 

results from the mixed group. However, it was more difficult than expected to find students who 

were willing to participate in the research study, and several students expressed concern over the 

long duration of the study. The reductions to six volunteer participants and twenty minutes of 

discussion time were therefore made.  

 Difficulties were encountered in the translation of the Swedish transcript. In certain 

instances, it is difficult to express the same statements in Swedish as in English. For example, the 

Swedish word ju is frequently used in informal conversations, and it expresses that what has 

been said is common knowledge for the addressee. However, it is not easily translated into 

English, as it is not as strong as of course or obviously, which are the two words that would 
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convey the closest translation of the meaning. Both of course and obviously are counted as 

boosters, which could affect how the data is interpreted. The Swedish word ju can be counted as 

a booster, due to the fact that it strengthens the force of a statement. In this essay the word ju has 

been translated into of course or obviously, and has been counted as a booster. For further 

research in the study, a solution could be for the discussion to be recorded in the language that 

will be used for the essay and the research study in question. This would eliminate any errors that 

might occur in the translation, even if it has been done in the most manageable way.  

 Research that concerns the Politeness Principle undertaken in a Swedish culture was not 

found. As politeness devices and the way human beings perceive politeness vary depending on 

which country they live in, one can question how trustworthy the results can be when the 

principle is applied on a conversation between Swedes. The differences between various cultures 

may not make a significant difference in the results, nonetheless, one cannot state with certainty 

that it does not. Another aspect of politeness is intonation and body language. This was not 

included as many of the participants expressed unease with the notion of being filmed, which 

would be necessary. The audio recording in itself could have affected the manner in which the 

participants spoke, as the devices were visible during the entire discussion. To overcome this in 

further research, it is recommended that the researcher would find participants who are willing to 

be filmed or to hide the recording devices.  
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Appendix A  
Swedish Interview Transcription 

by Saga Thellman 
 

 

I Interviewer  

F1 First Female Speaker 

F2 Second Female Speaker 

M1 First Male Speaker 

M2 Second Male Speaker 

M3 Third Male Speaker 

MP Multiple Participants - more than two. 

-/—/—- Pauses. Break in speech flow. 

(Probably haven’t told you) Possible interpretation of utterance 

((ehm, laugh, cough, ehum, ehh, laugh)) Descriptive representation, non-speech events, or 

speech events not relevant to target conversations 

think Bold text indicates where the stress lies 

 = Continues sentences without interrupting the flow 

 

 

 

 
 

Line: Speaker:  Comment: 

1 I:  Först och främst skulle jag vilja att ni samtalar om hur ni 

tror att sociala medier påverkar vårt samhälle  
 

2 M1: Det var ju kanske inte—- så konfliktskapande som jag 

hade trott 
 

3 F1: Ja—- nej men det är väl en ganska brett ämne. ((Ehhh)) 

Vet inte vad man ska säga, det kan la påverka på 

individnivå ganska—- mycket. Både mycket intryck från 

andra— från ((ehhh)) reklam, från ((ehhh)) kompisar— 

och det kan ju—-alla ge alla möjliga känslor och tankar 

((eeeeh)) Ah. 

 

4 M1: ((eh))-ja, nä, men det är väl som du säger ((skratt)) det är 

väl bara—finns både positiva och negativa grejer= 
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5                                                                                      ah  

6 M1:  =till allt ihop  

7 F1:                       mmm  

8 M1: ((eeehm)) det blir ju—folk får ju ett - det blir ju lättare om 

vi säger vaskavisäga((eh))-mm-vad ska man säga mer- det 

här gut-gut—(guttyksaktiga)= 

 

9 F1:                                                      mmm  

10 M1:  =((eh)) det blir ju inte att man är på skolgården längre och 

har—tre kompisar som— 
 

11 F1:                                                 -som man hänger=   

12 M1:                                                                          nej precis  

13   =liksom ihop med, nej  

14 M1: Utan nu har du istället ((ehhh)) åtta miljoner folk på 

Facebook som som delar någonting (inaudible)=  
 

15 F1: Hur du tänker och—-ah  

16 M1:  =(jäklar—det här var coolt)  

17 M1:                              ah—-((ehhm)) Men sen är det ju sån 

som man säger d-det är ju inte bara dåligt utan du-du får 

ju en ——gemenskap nu som är skillnaden—som när man 

kollar på dom här ((eh)) grejerna med ((ehmm))—-var det 

Nystad det hände ((eh))—lastbilen 

 

18 F1: Ja=  

19 M1:           och då är det ju en då=  

20 F1:  =det var det kanske   

21 M1:  =då om man säger ((eh)) då hade man ju —-((ehh)) folk 

och bekanta som—som var i området= 
 

22 F1:                                                                      mm  

23 M1:  =så man fick en helt annan (säkerhet) väldigt fort=  

24 F1: Ja juste  

25 M1:                =så fort dem fick (namn på dem)  

26 F1: Mmm  

27 M1:  Med det här med ((eh)) kris ((eh))—uppdateringarna  
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28 F1: Mmm—-på så sätt är det ju jättebra alltså det är ((eh)) 

också som du säger det är ((eh)) både negativa och 

positiva=  

 

29 M1:                 ((skratt))  

30 F1:                                  =man får ju ((ehh)) man får ju koll på 

varandra på ett helt annat sätt 
 

31 M1: ((skratt))  

32 F1: Det är ju ((eh)) och kunna skaffa sig vänner och bekanta 

världen över är ju egentligen mycket enklare idag än vad 

det har varit innan också (så det är ju)— 

 

33 M1: Även om man tar någonting så simpelt som att vi bara 

kommer till Högskolan här= 
 

34 F1:                                              ah  

35 M1:  =det blir ju mycket enklare att hålla liksom koll på ((eh)) 

om—((eh)) ja alltså till exempel om vi ska ta—

anteckningar för någon lektion eller om vi har missat 

någon föreläsning—då blir det ju helt plötsligt mycket 

enklare för oss (än vad det var) om man säger för våra 

föräldrar 

 

36 F1:                   ah  

37 M1: Då-då vi har ett helt annat sätt att kommunicera med folk  

38 F1/F2: Mmm  

39 M1: Har ni någon— M1 & F1 vänder sig till 

resten av gruppen 

40 F1: Har ni något kanske F1 försöker involvera  

resten av gruppen 

41 M2: ((eh))  

42 F2: Alltså det är ju både positivt och negativt alltså det är ju 

positivt för att det skapar en helt annan—-alltså—-

grupp—vad heter det— 

 

43 F1:                                ((eh)) ah  

44 F2:                                               ((eh)) ja ((skratt))  

45 M1/F1: ((skratt))  

46 F1: Jag tror vi förstår   
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47 F2:  ((skratt)) ja-ah ((eh)) men också negativt i och med att det 

är så mycket enklare å ((eh))—ja men mobba nån eller 

trycka ner nån på nätet eller—just det här med det är 

mycket bilder just på sociala medier nu och just om man 

då lägger upp en bild som man kanske själv tycker är 

jättefin så kan-och så tycker nån annan att den är-inte alls 

är fin och så får man den responsen—då tror jag att det 

blir ännu värre—just för att man inte—-ja 

 

48 F1: Man får ju liksom inte det sagt=  

49 F2:  nej och det=  

50 F1:  =face to face riktigt   

51 F2:   =nej och det-det ((eh)) det är så himla lätt att säga 

någonting kränkande till någon på ((eh)) alltså i-i skrift  
 

52 F1: Mm, verkligen  

53 M2: Man-man vågar ju mer på sociala medier=  

54 F1/F2:                                                                     mm  

55 M2:   =kanske inte vågar säga—du är ful på riktigt men=   

56 F1:                                                                                    nej Instämmande  

57 M2:   =jag kan säga alltså tusen värre saker på=  

58 F1/F2:                                                                         mm  

59 M2:  =sociala medier   

60 F1: Mm det är ju mycket enklare eller alltså inte för att man 

kanske gjort det men man—((skratt))= 
 

61 M2: ((skratt))  

62 M1: ((skratt)) man tar (distans istället) Avbryter 

63 F1:   =man förstår ju liksom att.  

64 M2: Man kan säga det anonymt också Avbryter 

65 F1: Ja  

66 F2: Ja precis  

67 M2:  Man vet inte vem det är   

68 F1: Ah nej  

69 M2: Det är därför man vågar mer   
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70 F1: Ah  

71 F2: Ja—ja för jag tror att oavsett om man står som anonym 

eller inte så känner man nog själv att man är mer anonym 

än vad man— 

 

72 M2:                           mm  

73 F1: Egentligen är  Avbryter 

74 F2: Ah-ja precis (då är det) ju mycket lättare—  

75 M3: Det är ju lättare också att (få) kontakt med människor 

också som man kanske inte träffar så ofta  
 

76 F1/F2: Mmm  

77 M3: Att ((eh)) folk flyttar hem som man pluggat med—=  

78 F1: Mmm  

79 M3:          =Alex M3 vänder sig till M2 

80 M2: Ah  

81 M3: Så då kan man ha kontakt med dem—dagligen kanske 

snapchat och ((eh)) sånt 
 

82 F1/F2:  Mmm  

83 F1: Bara höras vid liksom  

84 M3: Ah precis=  

85 F1:                  mm  

86 M3:  =och vad gör du typ och=  

87 F1:                                           mm  

88 M3:  =å—Vi ses i vår nämen ((skratt))  

89 MP: ((skratt))  

90 M3: Ja vi ska häng-ja jag vet inte ((skratt)) alltså till 

exempel— 
 

91 F1: ((skratt)) på det eventet Avbryter 

92 M3:                                       ah precis  

93 F1:  Ah  

94 M3: Ah  
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95 F2: Ja men alltså det finns ju—verkligen dåligt positivt och 

negativt med allt—alltså=  
 

96 M2: Det kan= Avbryter 

97 F2:                =jag menar   

98 M2:   =((harkel)) det kan påverka mycket en-hur en person mår 

också 
 

99 F1:             mm  

100 F2: Mm oh ja  

101 M2:  (Det är samma) jag (like:ar) ju en bild som får—-

trehundra gillningar= 
 

102 F1:                                  mm  

103 M2:  =och sen så lägger min kompis en bild exakt samma 

bild= 
 

104 F1/F2:            mm  

105 M2:  =alltså=  

106 F1:               (får) tretusen   

107 M2:  =och den får en typ tio gillningar på=  

108 F1/F2:                                                              mm  

109 M2:  =fem dagar—-det är klart det påverkar ens självför=  

110 MP: ((inaudible)) Avbryter 

111 M2:  =troende  

112 F1:  Ja men det blir en liksom sån—kamp  

113 M2: Ah  

114 F1/F2: ((inaudible)) (liksom mot varandra) De pratar i mun på 

varandra 

115 M2: En osynlig tävling liksom  

116 F1/F2: Ja  

117 F2: Men precis  

118 F1: Det är klart det är  

119 M2: Den som får mer—alltså det är nån slags bekräftelse  som 

man söker efter—= 
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120 F1/F2:                                    mm  

121 M2:  =från andra när man ger alltså—är på sociala medier  

122 F1/F2: Mm ((inaudible)) De pratar i mun på 

varandra 

123 F1: Det påverkar ju lite alltså f—vad ska man säga-((eh)) (irl) 

också—har man mycket följare på instagram eller- 
 

124 M2:         då är du kändare än dem andra och Avbryter 

125 F2: Ah  

126 F1: Ah precis då känner man ju sig väldigt=  

127 M3:                                                                 bättre Avbryter 

128 F1:  =självsäker när man väl kommer ut i verkliga livet  

129 F2: Mm  

130 M1:  (Det har man ju)((harkel)) Det har man ju märkt lite också 

hu-hur det har skapats alltså en hel ny typ av mediascen 

med typ youtube-stjärnor och instagram-stjärnor= 

 

131 F1:                                                                                   mm  

132 M1:  =å ah vine var väl ((skratt)) det var väl lite-lite ((eh)) lite 

borta nu men facebook och—det har ju blivit en helt som 

man säger ((eh)) ny typ utav—-filmstjärnor om man ska 

kalla det det= 

 

133 F1/F2:                          mm  

134 M1:  =s-som baserar alltihop runt det här och då blir det att när 

alla får tillgång till samma plattform—så vill ju helt 

plötsligt alla ba ja men det här har jag chansen att bli= 

 

135 F2:                                                                                       mm  

136 M1:  =och då (är) det som ni säger att det här med prestigen—

bakom att få en extra gillning eller en extra kommentar—

växer ju enormt  

 

137 F2:                              mm  

138 F1: Ja visst  

139 F2: Ja men bara det att man att man alltså nu kan du tjäna 

pengar på sociala medier du kan jobba som influencer= 
 

140 F1:                                                                                    ja ja  

141 F2:  =alltså-alltså det tror jag också triggar många unga=   
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142 F1:            Ja man vet inte= Avbryter 

143 F2:  =till att   

144 F1:            =inte riktigt vad man vill  

145 F2: Nej för liksom dem bara ser en bild= Avbryter  

146 F1:                                                            ah  

147 F2:  =eller en text av någon (dom som) de tycker om och=  

148 F1:          ja men precis  

149 F2:  =och skrattar och tänker men jag vill också bli sån—-men 

alltså det ligger ju så himla mycket bakom det det är så 

himla mycket yta på instagram till exempel 

 

150 F1: Jo men det är ju det—-absolut  

151   Tystnad 

152 F1: ((harkel))  

153 M1: (Men alltså som du säger) denna folk som-som är lite för 

unga—de-de-det är har ju blivit att varenda— (vad ska 

man) sjuåring nu har en iPhone eller= 

 

154 F2:                                                                 mm  

155 M1:  =nått typ av tillgång till snapchat och instagram och 

Facebook—och när man är en-när man inte har—någon 

slags bakgrund eller något utvecklat sinne—för att vara 

kritisk mot det hela då blir det ju som du säger att då blir 

det ju en helt annan influence på den nivån= 

Säger “mot det hela” lite 

skrattande 

156 F2:                                                                          mm  

157 M1:  =än vad det blir på oss—även om folk även i våran ålder 

blir lättpåverkade så har du en större (andel) 
 

158 F1: Precis  

159 M1: Då har du en helt ny generation som nu satsar all sin fritid 

och all sin all liksom sin uppmärksamhet på att bli kända 

på en sociala medier 

 

160 F1: Mm  

161 F2: Ja för det   

162 F1/F2: ((inaudible)) (dem har ju brottats med det) F1 & F2 pratar i mun på 

varandra 

163 F2:  (som) när vi var små liksom—då fick man vi ju leksaker   
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164 F1: Ja  

165 M2: Just nu sjuåttaåringar dom har ju sina ipads och dem=   

166 F2:                                                                                     jaja Instämmande 

167 M2:  =dem kan mer än vad jag kan liksom=  

168 MP ((skratt)) ((inaudible)) Flera personer skrattar och 

pratar i mun på varandra 

169 M2:  =dem har instagram Facebook snapchat och man vet inte 

dem kan inte vara kritisk mot det som finns i internet= 
 

170 F2: Ja nej Instämmande 

171 M2: Och det är riktigt farligt alltså man vet inte vad  
dem= 

 

172 F1/F2:         mm  

173 M2:   =får  

174 F1: Det är ju lite som att när jag åker hem ibland till—några 

kompisar-dom har ((eh)) barn på tre år och sen när dem 

liksom—när barnen är missnöjda så lägger dem en ipad 

framför dem och så får dem sitta där och liksom—pilla 

 

175 M2: Bestraff-bestraffning eller belöning  

176 F1: Ah men lite belöning bara—nämen=  

177 M2:                                                           ah  

178 F1:  =ta den och så liksom är dem underhålla i en timma 

kanske= 
 

179 F2:                   mm  

180 F1:  =och vad dem gör där det är ju spelar kanske inte så stor 

roll men när dem väl kommer upp i åldrarna så börjar man 

ju— 

 

181 F2:          mm  

182 F1: Dem har ju=  

183 F2:                      Alltså vi vet= Avbryter 

184 F1:  =(varit uppväxt med den) F2 pratar över F1  

185 F2:  =vi vet ju inte hur det kommer bli i och med att vi inte är 

där än men alltså man kan ju bara spåna liksom det- 
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186 F1: Man har ju vart framför en skärm sen man var nyfödd 

nästan liksom= 
 

187 F2:                            ah  

188 F1:   =(då) blir man ju liksom det är bara=   

189 F2:                                                              ah precis  

190 F1:  =alltså den lilla rutan framför en=  

191 F2:                                                      mm det är-  

192 M3: Frågan är hur länge vi kommer att snapchatta till varandra 

om vi håller på att snapchatta när vi är 45 och= 
 

193 MP ((skratt))  

194 M3:  =((skratt)) hoppas inte det   

195 MP:  ((skratt)) ((inaudible)) Alla skrattar och M2 pratar  

196 M1: Snapchat filter kommer alltid att vara coolt  

197 M3: ((skratt)) ah  

198 MP: ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar 

199 M2: Hu-hu-hundfilter  

200 M1: Ja men de=  

201 MP:                   ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar 

202 M1:  =när jag är 50 då tänker jag (sitta såhär) M1 gestikulerar  

203 MP: ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar 

204 M2: Med sån där riktigt (riktig) kamera du vet   

205 M1: Ja Skrattar när han säger ‘Ja’ 

206 MP: ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar  

207 M2: (sån jag står och) speglar mig med  

208 F1/F2: ((skratt))  

209 M3: (riktigt) inzoomad  

210 M2: (så också) M2 gestikulerar 

211 MP: ((skratt)) F1, F2 & M3 skrattar 

212 M1: Jag tror det kommer bli jättebra  
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213 F1: Ah F1 säger ‘Ah’ väldigt tyst 

214 M1: Och då kommer vi-då (det bli) en sån ung generation så 

(man kan hitta sån) ny nu är det liksom tredje modellen 

som sitter och (projekterar) sin hand såhär 

M1 gestikulerar 

215 MP: ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar 

216 M1: (varför sitter ni med kameran sådär alltså) M1 mumlar och det är 

svårt att uppfatta vad som 

sägs 

217 MP: ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar 

218 F1: (inaudible) F1 mumlar något medan 

gruppen skrattar 

219 F2: Ja  

220 M1: Det är väl lite läskigt som sagt alltså de-det är ju ett vad 

ska man säga—-de-de-det där är ju alltså sociala medier är 

ju verkligen-man måste såhär hitta definitionen (att så att 

säga)to give the power to the people ((eh))vi har-det var 

väl nästan i början på (twitter) då har ju folk jättestor kraft 

och liksom det-det var ju det här som som du säger med 

smutskastning och alltihopa—då fick ju folket ett verktyg 

att helt plötsligt så hade samhället en röst och trycka ner 

folk= 

 

221 F1:              mm  

222 M1:  =och när dem märkte det var det så fort nån sa någonting 

dumt som (något man inte räknar med) då var ju dem 

alltså dom alltså då var ju den personen som den värsta 

personen på världen= 

 

223 F1/F2:                                      mm  

224 M1:  =o-och finns det inga typ utav begränsningar eller något 

alltså det här är ju så så nytt för samhället så att—det finns 

ju inga som sagt reglage eller någonting begränsat-som 

begränsar folk från att säga—eller som liksom ((eh))—nu 

ska jag inte säga censurera för då blir det fel ord men som 

stoppar folk från att göra någonting i-i- 

 

225 F1: Det är egentligen bara (fritt fram)  F1 avbryter M1 

226 M1: Precis  

227 F2: Men alltså jag bara menar alltså världens ledare just nu=   

228 F1:                                                                                        ah  

229 F2:  =alltså typ Trump=   

230 M1:                               ah du  
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231 F2:  =alltså han talar ju inte till sitt folk längre han talar ju via 

Twitter  
 

232 M1:                 mm  

233 F2: Alltså jag bara tänker—=  

234 F1:                                        ja men liksom det   

235 F2:  =varför har det blivit så—-ja  

236 I: Där byter vi samtalsämne—Toppen ((eh)) Nu skulle jag 

vilja att ni pratar om varför en människa kan kallas för 

annorlunda—Har det att göra med åsikter—kan det vara 

personligheten—är det olika beroende på hur gamla dem 

är— barn ungdomar äldre—-vad är det som gör en 

människa annorlunda 

 

237 F1: Normer=  

238 F2:              mm  

239 F1:  =tror jag främst alltså vi har en standard människa typ—

såhär ska det vara= 
 

240 F2:                                    ah  

241 F1:  =och stämmer man inte överens med den så är man 

annorlunda—eller enligt samhället kallas 
 

242 F2:  Mm—tycker och tänker  

243 F1: Precis  

244 M1: Men det här om man säger ja ((skratt)) n-nu känner jag att 

alla vi här inne är väl ändå hyfsat sociala av oss ((eh)) de-

det har gått hyfsat bra att börja prata på—tio minuter 

 

245 F1:                                                                       mm ((skratt))  

246 M1: ((eh)) men=  

247 M2:                     det var inte du Avbryter 

248 MP: ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar 

249 M1: Men om man säger om-om man skulle gå på—den 

svenska alltså stereotypen eller normen då är det ju att så 

fort du kommer till samhället så snackar du inte med 

någon—= 

 

250 F1/F2:                    mm  
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251 M1:  =du håller till dig själv och du fokuserar på vad din 

vardag är—så fort man försöker kommunicera med någon 

på en buss eller på en busshållplats—då kollar ju folk på 

dig ba vad håller du på med= 

 

252 F2:                                                 ja  

253 M1: Va-varför försöker du kommunicera med mig nu  

254 F1: Som inte ens känner mig=  

255 M1:                                             precis  

256 F1:  =egentligen ja  

257 M1: V-vad gör du liksom  

258 F2: Och då blir det ju så också kultur till kultur=  

259 M1:                                                                          mm  

260 F2:  =alltså   

261 F1: Det kan ju vara hur vanligt som helst  

262 F2: Ja ja kolla ner till mellanöstern till exempel så—tycker 

dem det är konstigt om jag inte sätter mig bredvid dem 

på= 

Instämmande 

263 F1:          mm Tyst 

264 F2:  =bussen när det bara är en på bussen eller oav=   

265 F1:                                                                                 ja  

266 F2:  =sätt (hur många) som är där—här om någon sätter ((eh)) 

sig bredvid mig jag ba okej 
 

267 MP: ((inaudible)) Flera personer pratar i mun 

på varandra 

268 M1: (man) får ju dödsblickar liksom   

269 MP: ((skratt))  

270 F2: Ja men då blir det (ju lite så) att ba jaha okej v-va vill han 

eller hon mig= 
 

271 F1:                             ah  

272 F2:  =alltså lite—man blir fundersam   

273 M2: Det är förbjudet att sitta jämte någon främling på 

bussen—-men det är okej att hångla på klubben 
 

274 M1: Ja  
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275 F1: Ah där har du faktiskt också en ganska=  

276 M2:                                                                  ah  

277 F1:  =stor skillnad i=  

278 M2:                            exakt  

279 F1:  =det är helt okej att sätta sig bredvid någon—på 

klubben= 
 

280 M2:              ah  

281 F1:  =men  

282 M2: Inte på bussen Avbryter 

283 F1: Nej det är liksom Instämmande  

284 M2:                             Varför Avbryter 

285 F1: Ah  

286 M2: För denna miljö kanske  

287 F1: Ah Osäkert 

288 M2: Man kan ju släppa lös lite på klubben men=  

289 F1:                                                                     mm  

290 M2:  =på vanliga fall så vågar man inte ta i så lika mycket   

291 F1: Man kanske bara är sitt vanliga själv på bussen—man är 

liksom ingen speciell men på klubben så känner man 

kanske lite— 

 

292 M2:                          nej Instämmande 

293 M1: Men det är det man säger det här med (ani-anime-

anonymitet)= 
 

294 F1:                       mm  

295 M1:  =att det där liksom den här kvällen kommer försvinna så 

fort jag vaknar imorgon liksom 
 

296 F1/F2: Mmm Instämmande 

297 F1: Spelar liksom ingen roll vad jag gör   

298 F2:                                                           nej Instämmande 

299 M1: Past events are past events   

300 F1: Mm ((skratt))  
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301 M1: Är lite farligt tänk——men det är ju (så) det är ju som du 

säger det är ju normerna ((eh)) —-och de-de är väl— det 

är väl bara vad kultur och samhälle har utvecklat (för sin 

del) 

 

302 F1/F2: Mmm Instämmande 

303 M1: ((ehm))  

304 F1: Jag vet inte om ni har sett den det går en video på 

Facebook då och då där ((eh)) dom har tagit en liksom—-

en role model från olika kulturer typ—såhär ser en role 

model ut i Sverige och kanske i ((eh)) Frankrike ((eh)) 

eller Kina eller vad det nu kan vara och så ser dem alla 

olika ut—för man har så olika tycke och tanke på hur—

hur den perfekta människan = 

 

305 F2:    du menar kroppsmässigt Avbryter 

306 F1:  =ser ut—-kroppsmässigt och ansikte  

307 F2:                                                            ah  

308 F1: Ah men precis och inte hur man beter sig vad man har 

för—((eh))—- vad ska man säga egenskaper typ= 
 

309 F2:                                                                            mm  

310 F1:   =socialt till exempel eller ((eh)) något nu är ju inte vi så 

speciellt sociala 
 

311 M1:                                nä  

312 MP: ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar 

313 F1: (i sverige) alltså den sociala normen nu är det väl som du 

säger säger liksom vi vill inte sitta med varandra på 

klubben vi vill hålla oss till oss själva vi har (våra) lilla 

(tidslinjer)= 

 

314 F2:                       mm  

315 F1:  =från dag till natt liksom  

316 M1: Ah Instämmande 

317 M3: (och iPad) ((skratt))  

318 F1: Ja och ((skratt)) (allt däremellan)  

319 MP: ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar 

320 F1: ((eh)) så—jag menar det är ju också  

321 F2: Det är ju förmodligen det det handlar om liksom Avbryter 
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322 F1:                                                                             ah jo men 

det är ju det (jag menar) 
 

323   Tystnad 

324 M1: Men sen även—De-de-det är väl en hyfsat stor 

diskussionsfråga nu o-om man skulle ta in ((eh)) färg i det 

hela—så har vi den här invandrarfrågan= 

 

325 F1:                                                                          ah Tyst 

326 M1:  =och nu kan det vara folk som är födda i sverige och som 

har (vars liksom) föräldrar—men som har kommit från 

utlandet ((eh)) originellt= 

 

327 F1:                                              mm  

328 M1:  =som fortfarande ses som annorlunda även om dom följer 

normen 
 

329 F1: Ja——juste  

330 M1: Fast ah jo då kan man fortfarande (dra in det) på att 

Sverige är ett vitt land ((eh)) om man vill blanda in det i 

normen ((eh)) men då är det fortfarande att liksom även 

om folk följer det sociala accepterade sättet—så ser dem 

annorlunda ut= 

 

331 F1:                             mm  

332 M1:  =och då  

333 F1:  Går man ju in på in på utseende mer än—liksom själva 

människan i sig 
 

334 F2: Mm  

335 M1: Men jag antar att det också kan klassas som normen det är 

väl fortfarande liksom det är d-d-et är ju som du säger—

att det finns en stereotyp—för varje land= 

 

336 F1:                                                                   mm  

337 M1:  =och vissa länder har en speciell hudfärg andra har en 

annan 
 

338 F1/F2: Mmm  

339 F2: Och man undrar ju när det alltså när ska det sluta ses som 

annorlunda om man liksom är—icke vit= 
 

340 F1:                                                                      mm  

341 F2:  =i sverige när kommer det någonsin ses som normalt 

eller= 
 

342 M3:                       Jag tror nog det kommer bli normalt Sagt väldigt snabbt 
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343 F2:  =alltså  

344 M2: Det kommer jämnas ut snart=  

345 F1:                                               mm Tyst 

346 M2:  =för vi är riktigt ((eh)) blandade nu  

347 F1: Ah nu är vi faktiskt väldigt=  

348 M2:                                               ah  

349 F1:  =blandade   

350 M2: Ah men (kommer) det femton tjugo år så kommer vi 

jämnas ut 
 

351 F1: Mmm (jag hoppas det) Tyst 

352 M1: (men) jag tror fortfarande du det det är väl fortfarande 

såhär att det kommer samtidigt som att det blir det 

kommer bli mer vad ska man säga—e-ett väldigt 

vadskamansäga  

 

353 F2:                                        kulturellt Frågande 

354 M1: Tack ((skratt))  

355 MP: ((kort skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar tyst 

och kort 

356 M2: Mångkulturell  

357 M1: Mångkulturellt land=   

358 F2:                                  Ah tack (det var ordet)  

359 M1:  =ah (så) kommer det fortfarande vara folk som är på ena 

sidan av spektrumet- 
 

360 F2: Precis alltså det har ju liksom med generationer= Avbryter 

361 M1:                                                                               ah  

362 F2:  =att göra—Vi i år ålder kanske har nu har vi ju vant oss 

vid det här alltså nu är det såhär alltså det har alltid varit 

så för oss= 

 

363 F1:                     mm (det är ju så)  

364 F2:  =dem som är generationen över eller två alltså dom—

dom- 
 

365 M2:            Dom tittar snett  Avbryter 

366 F2: Ja ja men precis och ((eh)) det är oftast dom som är mest 

främlingsfientliga  
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367 F1: Mm  

368 F2: För att dem inte är vana=  

369 F1:                                         så var inte dem  Avbryter 

370 F2:  =vid—nej ((inaudible)) hoppas att det försvinner med 

tiden 
 

371 F1: Mm  

372 M1: Men det kommer ju—det där (baseras) ju också på 

samhällen ((eh)) jag var (utbytesår)-eller utbytesstudent 

för tre år sen i Minnesota= 

 

373 F1/F2:                                          mhm Intresserade 

374 M1:  =och det här var ju när Trump sa till att han skulle starta 

sin kampanj—och jag var den enda som skratta—när han 

sa att han skulle bli president 

 

375 F2: Mm  

376 M1: Alla andra i området trodde han var seriös—och då är det 

(verkligen såhär) då får man ett perspektiv på—oh det här 

är deras liksom bild på det hela och det här var folk som 

var i min ålder och inget—som fortfarande sa nämen den 

här killen han vet vad han snackar om  

 

377 F2: Mm  

378 M1: Och det finns ju sådana områden i Sverige också—du har 

ju alltså du har ju små—det här var ju ett litet ett litet 

bonnesamhälle som var väldigt fokuserat på kyrkan men 

det finns ju såna i Sverige också  

 

379 F1: Mm  

380 F2: Ah  

381 M1: Det är ju bara att det kanske inte är Halmstad eller 

Göteborg=  
 

282 F1:                 nej  

383 M1:  =eller Helsingborg ((eh)) eller i Stockholm liksom utan 

då är det liksom någon såhär liten småstad 
 

384 F1: Liten håla=  

385 M1:                   precis  

386 F1:  =någonstans däremellan  

387 M1:  Ute i Småland liksom ((eh))  

388 F1/F2: Ja mm Instämmande  
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389 M2: Jag är från Småland  

390 M3: ((skratt))  

391 MP: ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar 

392 M2: Det är lite så det är—nej jag skojar bara  

393 MP: ((skratt)) M1 skrattar högt 

394 M1: Var-var det inte meningen å—ta-ta illa upp liksom   

395 M2:  ((inaudible)) M2 uttalar något otydligt 

396 MP: ((skratt))  

397 M1: ((skratt)) ((kvävda skrikljud)) M1 imiterar ilska och 

gestikulerar 

398 MP: ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar 

399 M1: Men då-då kommer man ju alltid ha—även om vi kanske 

inte ser det dagliga—så kommer man ju fortfarande ha 

den-om man säger den gruppen som har en egen norm= 

 

400 F1/F2:                                                                                   mmm  

401 M1:  =inom—vårt land som har en norm  

402 M2: Jag tycker (så att) ser du människor som inte—alltså du 

har ditt egen norm= 
 

403 M1:                                    mhm  

404 M2:  =som du tycker är bra=  

405 M1:                                     mhm  

406 M2:  =är perfekt—sen har du en annan som inte tillhör din 

norm-då tycker du dem är konstiga—så är det 
 

407 M1: Det stämmer nog  

408 F2: Mmm jamen precis alltså—  

409 M1: Alla får ju sin egen definition av (det)-  

410 M2: Exakt alla är olika Avbryter 

411 F2: Ja  

412 M2: Vi kan inte-  

413 F2: Alla är anno- alltså annorlunda för någon alltså Avbryter 
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414 M2: Vi kan inte-vi kan inte förvänta att alla är lika som mig 

och ser ut och ((eh)) alltså samma sätt som mig 
 

415 F1:                                                                               nej Instämmer 

416 M1: Men ska-blir det mer då att—-blir det ommansäger den 

här annorlunda frågan—då-då är den ju baserad på några 

om man säger personliga normer men blir det mer att de-

det folk säger som (är) annorlunda är mer en 

toleransfråga—-alltså är det som så 

 

417 F1:                                           vad tycker du är liksom—ah Avbryter 

418 M1: Precis—att man liksom—nämen när man hör att personen 

ser annorlunda ut men alltså han är ju-han är ju inte så 

annorlunda= 

 

419 F1:                           nej Instämmer 

420 M1:  =och då är det helt eller då faller han inom normen men 

så har man någon som ser lite såhär lite för—vadsäga—

som skiljer sig lite för mycket från sin egen norm= 

 

421 F1/F2:                                                                             mmm  

422 M1:   =och helt plötsligt så hamnar dem i en annan bubbla—

som då klar ses som annorlunda istället för normal-

normala= 

 

423 F1:                     ja  

424 M1:  =och då blir det ju helt plötsligt då blir det en annan—

frågeställning helt plötsligt—då är det ju inte vad är -

din—om man säger-norm utan då blir det vad tolkar vad 

kan du tolerera  

 

425 F1: Ja juste  

426 M1: Och då blir det ju ((skratt)) Då är det ju enklare för då-då-

då om man säger tolerans kan man väl bygga upp= 
 

427 F1:                                                                                  mm Tyst 

428 M1:  =sakta men säkert=  

429 F1/F2:                                  mmm  

430 M1:  =inte-inte på kanske en helg men-  

431 M3: En generation Avbryter 

432 M1: Ah precis  

433 F1: ((skratt)) ah  
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434 M1: Ah då kan det ju bli enklare men man på något sätt börja 

någonstans vilket—väl är svårt ((skratt))—-för att sätta in 

ett toleransprogram i skolan blir väl svårt  

 

435 F1: Ah nej det kanske (inte)   

436 M1: Lägger den parallellt med svenskan  

437 F1: ((skratt))  

438 M1: Idag ska vi lära oss-  

439 M2: Hur mycket kan du ta Avbryter  

440 MP: ((skratt)) Hela gruppen skrattar 

441 M1: (Men grejen är) nytt program med tolerans och ae 

skolkning (ger upp) med fem procent—aj aj aj  
 

442 F1: ((skratt)) Tyst skratt 

443 F1:  Ja någon annan input kanske F1 vänder sig till resten av 

gruppen 

444 M1: Nej det finns inte mycket mer att säga— ((eh)) jag tycker 

det kom till botten på den  
 

445 F1/F2: Mmm Instämmer 

446 I: Vad bra. För där var tiden ute.   
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Appendix B   

English Interview Transcription  

by Saga Thellman 

Translated from Swedish to English 
 
 

I Interviewer  

F1 First Female Speaker 

F2 Second Female Speaker 

M1 First Male Speaker 

M2 Second Male Speaker 

M3 Third Male Speaker 

MP Multiple Participants - more than two participants 

-/—/—- Pauses. Break in speech flow. 

(Probably haven’t told you) Possible interpretation of utterance 

((ehm, laugh, cough, ehum, ehh, laugh)) Descriptive representation, non-speech events, or 

speech events not relevant to target conversations 

think Bold text indicates a clear agreeing response  

 = Continues sentences without interrupting the flow 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Line: Speaker:  Comment: 

1 I:  First and foremost I would like you to talk about how you think 

social media affects our society  
 

2 M1: That was maybe not—as conflictive as I had imagined   

3 F1: Yes—no but I guess that’s a pretty broad subject ((eh)) I don’t 

know what to say—it could affect on an individual level pretty—

-much—Both a lot of impressions from other people—from 

((eh)) advertisement-from ((eh)) friends—and it could—give all 

kinds of feelings and thoughts ((eh)) yeah 
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4 M1: ((eh)) yes no but I guess it’s like you say ((laugh)) it’s just—

there's both positive and negative stuff= 
 

5 F1:                                                                            yeah  

6 M1:  =to it all  

7 F1:                       mmm  

8 M1: ((eeehm)) it becomes—people do get a—it does become easier if 

let’s say how should I put this ((eh))-mm-how should I put this- 

this boy-boy—(boyishness)= 

how should I put this’ is said 

very quickly 

 

boyishness originally 

“guttyksaktiga” - more 

aggressive than boyish 

9 F1:                               mmm  

10 M1:  =((eh)) it’s not like you're on the schoolyard anymore and 

have—three friends who— 
 

11 F1:                                                 -you hang=  Interruption 

12 M1:                                                                  no exactly  

13 F1  =like out with—no  

14 M1: Instead now you have ((eh)) eight million people on Facebook 

who shares something (inaudible)= 
 

15 F1: How you think and—-yeah  

16 M1:  =(damn—this was cool)  

17 M1:                              yeah—-((ehhm)) But it’s like one says i-it’s 

not just all the bad—you-you also get a—-community now 

which is the difference—like when you look at these ((eh)) stuff 

with ((ehm))—was it in Nystad it happened ((eh))—the truck 

 

18 F1: Yes=  

19 M1:           and then it’s a then=  

20 F1:  =maybe it was  

21 M1:  =then like one would ((eh)) then one would have —-((ehh)) 

people and acquaintances that were—were in the area= 
 

22 F1:                      mm  

23 M1:  =and then you got another kind of (safety) much more quickly=  
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24 F1: Yes that’s right  

25 M1:                =as soon as they got (the names of them)  

26 F1: Mmm  

27 M1:  When it comes to these ((eh)) emergency ((eh))—updates  

28 F1: Mmm—-in that way it’s great that's it’s ((eh)) also as you say it 

is ((eh)) both the negative and the positive= 
 

29 M1:                  ((laugh))  

30 F1:                                  =you get ((ehh)) you get more control of 

each other in a whole new way 
 

31 M1: ((laugh))  

32 F1: That is ((eh)) and to be able to get friends and acquaintances all 

over the world is really much easier today than what it’s been 

before too (that’s how it is)— 

 

33 M1: Even if you take something as simple as the fact that we come to 

the University here= 
 

34 F1:                                                    yeah  

35 M1:  =it becomes much easier to-like-keep a lookout ((eh)) if—((eh)) 

yeah like for example if we’re supposed to take notes for a 

lesson or if we’re missed a lecture—then it all of the sudden 

becomes much easier for us (than what it was) in comparison to 

our parents 

 

36 F1:                       yeah  

37 M1: Then-then we have a whole new way of communication with 

people 
 

38 F1/F2: Mmm  

39 M1: Do you have any— M1 & F1 turns to the rest of 

the group 

40 F1: Do you have anything maybe- F1 tries to involve the rest of 

the group 

41 M2: ((eh))  

42 F2: So it’s both positive and negative I mean it’s positive because it 

creates a different—I mean—-that's—what's it called— 
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43 F1:                                      ((eh)) yeah  

44 F2:                                                   ((eh)) yeah ((laugh))  

45 M1/F1: ((laugh))  

46 F1: I think we understand  

47 F2:  ((laugh)) Yes-yeah ((eh)) but also negative because it’s so much 

easier to ((eh))—yeah but bully someone or push someone down 

on the internet or—like this with-it’s a lot of pictures on social 

media right now and just if you then post a picture that maybe 

you yourself feel is very pretty then—and then someone else 

thinks it’s—that it’s not pretty and then you get that response—

then I think that it becomes even worse—just because you—

yeah 

 

48 F1: You like don’t say it=  

49 F2: no and that=  

50 F1:  =face to face really  

51 F2:   =no and it-it ((eh)) it’s so easy to say something offensive to 

someone on ((eh)) I mean in-in writing 
 

52 F1: Mmm indeed  

53 M2: You-you have more courage on social media=  

54 F1/F2:                                                                     mm  

55 M2:   =maybe you don’t have the courage to say—you are ugly in real 

life but=  
 

56 F1:                                        no Affirmative 

57 M2:   =I can say something a thousand times worse on=  

58 F1/F2:                                                                         mm  

59 M2:  =social media   

60 F1: Mm it’s much easier or that’s- not that you would have done it 

but you—((laugh))= 
 

61 M2: ((laugh))  

62 M1: ((laugh)) you take (distance instead) Interruption 

63 F1:   =you understand that like-  

64 M2: You can say it anonymous as well Interruption 
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65 F1: Yes  

66 F2: Yes exactly  

67 M2:  You don’t know who it is  

68 F1: Yeah no Affirmative 

69 M2: That is why you dare to say more  

70 F1: Yeah  

71 F2: Yes—yes because I believe that regardless if you’re anonymous 

of not you probably feel more anonymous than you actually 

are— 

 

72 M2:                                                        mm  

73 F1: It’s really- Interruption 

74 F2: Yeah-yes exactly (then it is) much easier—  

75 M3: It’s also easier to (get in) contact with people also that you might 

not see very often  
 

76 F1/F2: Mmm  

77 M3: That ((eh)) people who you've studied with moves home—=  

78 F1: Mmm  

79 M3:          =Alex M3 turns to M2 

80 M2: Yeah  

81 M3: Then you can be in contact with them—daily maybe snapchat 

and ((eh)) things like that 
 

82 F1/F2:  Mmm  

83 F1: Just be in touch like  

84 M3: Yeah exactly=  

85 F1:                     mm  

86 M3:  =and like what you doing and=  

87 F1:                                                mm  

88 M3:  =and—we’ll see each other in spring no but ((laugh))  

89 MP: ((laugh))  
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90 M3: Yes we will hang-yeah don’t know ((laugh)) so for example—  

91 F1: ((laugh)) on that event Interruption 

92 M3:                                       yeah exactly  

93 F1:  Yeah  

94 M3: Yeah  

95 F2: Yes but I mean there’s both—really bad positive and negative 

with everything—so= 
 

96 M2: It can= Interruption 

97 F2:                =I mean  

98 M2:   =((cough)) it can affect you a lot-how a person is feeling as well  

99 F1:                             mm  

100 F2: Mm oh yeah  

101 M2:  (It’s the same) of course I (like) a picture that gets—-three 

hundred likes= 
 

102 F1:                                  mm  

103 M2:  =and then my friend posts a picture exactly the sam picture=  

104 F1/F2:                mm  

105 M2:  =so=  

106 F1:               (gets) three thousand   

107 M2:  =and it gets one like ten likes on=  

108 F1/F2:                                                           mm  

109 M2:  =five days—-of course that affects one’s confi=  

110 MP: ((inaudible)) Interruption 

111 M2:  =dence  

112 F1:  Yes cause it becomes such a—struggle  

113 M2: Yeah  

114 F1/F2: ((inaudible)) F1 & F2 speaks at the same 

time 
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115 M2: Like an invisible competition  

116 F1/F2: Yes  

117 F2: Well exactly  

118 F1: Of course it is  

119 M2: The one that gets more—that’s-it's some sort of affirmation that 

you’re looking for—= 
 

120 F1/F2:                                                              mm  

121 M2:  =from other people when you give like-you're on social media  

122 F1/F2: Mm ((inaudible)) F1 & F2 speaks at the same 

time 

123 F1: Of course it affects a little that’s f—how do you say-((eh)) (irl) 

also—if you have a lot of followers on instagram or- 
 

124 M2:                      then you’re more famous than the others and Interruption 

125 F2: Yeah  

126 F1: Yeah exactly then you feel very=  

127 M3:                                                         better Interruption 

128 F1:  =confident when you get out in the real life   

129 F2: Mm  

130 M1:  (That’s something that you’ve) ((cough)) That’s something that 

you’re noticed a little also ho-how a whole new kind of media 

scene has been created with youtube-stars and instagram-stars= 

 

131 F1:                                                                    mm  

132 M1:  =and yeah vine was ((laugh)) that was a little-little ((eh)) little 

gone now but Facebook and—it’s become a whole new as you 

say ((eh)) new kind of—movie stars if that’s what you should 

call it= 

 

133 F1/F2:                                                                        mm  

134 M1:  =t-that base everything around this and then when everybody 

gets access to the same platform—then of course everybody is 

like yeah this is something that I've got a change being= 
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135 F2:                                                 mm  

136 M1:  =and then (it’s) like you say that the whole thing with the 

prestige—behind getting an extra like or an extra comment—is 

expanding  

 

137 F2:                                                          mm  

138 F1: Yeah sure  

139 F2: Yes but just the fact that you that you that now you can make 

money on social media you can work as an influencer= 
 

140 F1:                        yeah yeah  

141 F2:  = that’s-that’s I think that triggers a lot of young people  

142 F1:            Yes you don’t really know= Interruption 

143 F2:  =to  

144 F1:            =what you want  

145 F2: No because it's like they only see a picture= Interruption 

146 F1:                                                                      yeah  

147 F2:  =or a text by someone (that) they like and=  

148 F1:                                                                yes exactly  

149 F2:  =and laughing and thinking but I also want to become someone 

like that—but so it’s so much that lies beyond it it it’s so much 

surface on instagram for example 

 

150 F1: Yes it really is—absolutely  

151   Silence 

152 F1: ((cough))  

153 M1: (But like as you say) these people that-that are a little bit too 

young—i-i-it’s become every—(how do you say) seven year-

old’s got an iPhone or= 

 

154 F2:                                                                          mm  
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155 M1:  =some kind of access to snapchat and instagram and 

facebook—and when you are a-when you have not—any kind of 

background or a developed sense—to be critical against the 

whole thing then as you say it’s a whole different kind of 

influence on that level= 

Says “against the whole 

thing” with a laugh 

156 F2:             mm  

157 M1:  =than what it becomes on us—even if people even in our own 

age become impressionable you have a bigger (share) 
 

158 F1: Exactly  

159 M1: Then you have a whole new generation that now bet all their 

spare-time and all their like their attention on how to get famous 

on social media 

 

160 F1: Mm  

161 F2: Yes because it’s-  

162 F1/F2: ((inaudible)) (they have been struggling with that) F1 & F2 speaks at the same 

time 

163 F2:  (as) when we were little like—then you we got toys  

164 F1: Yes  

165 M2: Right now seven-eight year olds they have their ipads and they=  

166 F2:                         yeah yeah Affirmative 

167 M2:  =like they know more than I do=  

168 MP ((laugh)) ((inaudible)) People are laughing and 

speaking at the same time 

169 M2:  =they have instagram Facebook snapchat and you don’t know-

they can’t be critical towards what's on the internet= 
 

170 F2:                     Yes no Affirmative 

171 M2: And it’s really dangerous that’s-you don’t know what they=  

172 F1/F2:         Mm  

173 M2:   =get  
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174 F1: It's kind of like when I go home sometimes to—some friends-

they have ((eh)) kinds who are three years old and then when 

they like—when the kinds are dissatisfied they put an ipad in 

front of them and then they get to sit there and like—fiddle 

 

175 M2: Punish-punishment or reward  

176 F1: Yeah but kind of only reward—no but=  

177 M2:                                                             yeah  

178 F1:  =take that and like they are maintained for maybe an hour=  

179 F2:                   mm  

180 F1:  =and what they’re doing there it obviously might not make such 

a difference but when they eventually grow up you start to— 
 

181 F2:                               mm  

182 F1: They have=  

183 F2:                      So we know= Interruption 

184 F1:  =(grown up with it) F2 speaks over F1  

185 F2:  =we don’t know how it will be because we aren’t there yet but 

like you can explore the possibilities like it- 
 

186 F1: You have obviously been in front of a screen since you were an 

infant almost like= 
 

187 F2:                                                   yeah  

188 F1:   =(then) you become like it’s just=   

189 F2:                                                           yeah exactly  

190 F1:  =like the little frame in front of you-  

191 F2:                                                      mm it is  

192 M3: The question is how long we will snapchat each other-if we're 

snap chatting when we’re 45 and= 
 

193 MP ((laugh))  

194 M3:  =((laugh)) I hope not  

195 MP:  ((laugh)) ((inaudible)) Everyone in the group laughs 

and M2 speaks 
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196 M1: Snapchat filters will always be cool  

197 M3: ((laugh)) yeah  

198 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

199 M2: Do-do-dogfilter  

200 M1: Yes but that’s=  

201 MP:                   ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

202 M1:  =when I’m fifty I will (sit like this) M1 gestures 

203 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

204 M2: With one of those real (real) cameras you know  

205 M1: Yes M1 laughs when he says 

‘Yes’ 

206 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

207 M2: (like that I’ll stand and) reflect myself with  

208 F1/F2: ((laugh))  

209 M3: (really) zoomed in  

210 M2: (like this as well) M2 gestures  

211 MP: ((laugh)) F1, F2 & M3 laughs 

212 M1: I think it will be great  

213 F1: Yeah F1 says ‘Yeah’ very quietly  

214 M1: And then we will- then (it will be) that kind of young generation 

so (you can find one) new it is like third model that sits and 

(projects) their hand like this 

M1 gestures 

215 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

216 M1: (why do you sit with the camera like this that's) M1 mumbles and it is hard to 

hear what is said 

217 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

218 F1: (inaudible) F1 mules something while the 

group laughs 

219 F2: Yes  
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220 M1: It surely was a bit scary like said that’s it-it of course is how do 

you put it—-it-it-it is something that like social media really is-

you have to like find the definition (so to speak)to give the 

power to the people ((eh)) we have-it was almost in the start of 

(twitter) then of course people had a huge power and like it-it 

was of course this that that like you say with the smearing and 

everything—then of course the people got a tool to all of the 

sudden the society got a voice and push people down= 

‘to give the power to the 

people’ is said in English 

221 F1:                                                         mm  

222 M1:  =and when they noticed it it was as soon anyone said anything 

stupid like (something you wouldn’t count on) then they were 

like they like then that person was the worst person in the 

world= 

 

223 F1/F2:                                                                   mm  

224 M1:  =a-and there’s like no kind of limitations of anything like it’s 

obviously so so new for the society that it’s—there’s obviously 

no as said controls or something limiting-that limits people from 

saying—or that like ((eh))—now I won’t way censor because 

then it’s the wrong word but that stops people from doing 

anything in-in- 

 

225 F1: It’s really just (go ahead)  Interruption 

226 M1: Exactly  

227 F2: But like I just mean like the world’s leaders right now=  

228 F1:        yeah  

229 F2:  =that’s like Trump=   

230 M1:                                yeah you  

231 F2:  =like he obviously does not speak for his people anymore he 

speaks through Twitter 
 

232 M1:                                                         mm  

233 F2: Like I’m just thinking—=  

234 F1:                                        yeah but like that's  

235 F2:  =why has it gone to this—yes  
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236 I: Here we will change the subject—Great ((eh)) Now I would like 

you to talk about why a person can be perceived as different—

Has it to do with opinions—can it be the personality—are there 

differences depending on how old they are—kids teens older—

what is it that makes a person be perceived as different 

 

237 F1: Norms=  

238 F2:              mm  

239 F1:  =I believe foremost like we have a standard person kind of—it’s 

supposed to be like this= 
 

240 F2:                                                              yeah  

241 F1:  =and if you're not like that you’re different  

242 F2:  Mm—feels and thinks  

243 F1: Exactly  

244 M1: But this if you put it like yes ((laugh)) n-now I feel like we’re all 

in here are reasonably social ((eh)) it’s gone pretty good to start 

talking in—ten minutes 

 

245 F1:                                  mm ((laugh))  

246 M1: ((eh)) but=  

247 M2:                     it was not you Interruption 

248 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

249 M1: But if you put it like if-if you would go on—the Swedish like 

stereotype or norm then it is obvious that as soon as you go out 

in society you do not talk to anyone-= 

 

250 F1/F2:                        mm  

251 M1:  =you keep to yourself and you focus on what your everyday 

is—as soon as you try to communicate with someone on a bus or 

on a bus stop—then people look at you like what are you doing= 

 

252 F2:                                                                         yes  

253 M1: W-why are you trying to communicate with me right now  

254 F1: That doesn’t even know me=  

255 M1:                                             exactly  
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256 F1:  =actually yes  

257 M1: W-what are you doing like  

258 F2: And then of course it's also from culture to culture  

259 M1:                                                                      mm  

260 F2:  =like  

261 F1: It could obviously be as common as anything  

262 F2: Yes yes look at the Middle East for example so—they think it’s 

strange if I don’t take a seat next to them on= 
Affirmative 

263 F1:                   mm Quietly 

264 F2:  =the bus when it’s only one on the bus or regard=   

265 F1:                                                                              yes  

266 F2:  =less (how many) that on it—here of someone takes a seat 

((eh)) next to me I’m like okay 
 

267 MP: ((inaudible)) Multiple participants talk at 

the same time 

268 M1: (you) obviously get death glances like  

269 MP: ((laugh))  

270 F2: Yes but then it (kind of goes) like well okay wh-what does he or 

she want= 
 

271 F1:                                   yeah  

272 F2:  =like a little—you get pensive  

273 M2: It's forbidden to sit next to some stranger on the bus—but it’s 

okey to make out at the club 
 

274 M1: Yes  

275 F1: Yeah there you’ve actually got a pretty=  

276 M2:                                                                  yeah  

277 F1:  =big difference in=  

278 M2:                             exactly  

279 F1:  =it’s totally okey to sit down next to someone—on the club=  
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280 M2:               yeah  

281 F1:  =but  

282 M2: Not on the bus Interruption 

283 F1: No it's like Affirmative 

284 M2:                      Why Interruption 

285 F1: Yeah  

286 M2: Because of this environment maybe  

287 F1: Yeah Unsure 

288 M2: You can let loose a little in the club but=  

289 F1:                                                                     mm  

290 M2:  =in a regular case you don’t dare to do it as much  

291 F1: Maybe you’re just your regular self on the bus—you’re not 

anyone special but on the club maybe you feel a little bit— 
 

292 M2:                            no Affirmative 

293 M1: But it’s like what you way about the thing with (ano-anime-

anonymity)=  
 

294 F1:                                mm  

295 M1:  =that that thing like this night will disappear as soon as I wake 

up tomorrow like 
 

296 F1/F2: Mmm Affirmative 

297 F1: Doesn’t like matter what I do  

298 F2:                                                  no Affirmative 

299 M1: Past events are past events  Said in English 

300 F1: Mm ((laugh))  

301 M1: Is a little dangerous thinking——but it is like (this) it is of 

course like you’re saying it’s the norms ((eh))—and they-they 

surely are— it is probably just what culture and society have 

developed (for their own part) 

 

302 F1/F2: Mmm Affirmative 

303 M1: ((ehm))  
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304 F1: I don’t know if you’ve seen it a video is going around on 

Facebook every now and again where ((eh)) they have taken a 

like—a role model from different cultures like—this it what a 

role model from Sweden looks like and maybe in ((eh)) France 

((eh)) or China or whatever it may be and they all look 

different—because you have so different opinions and thoughts 

on how—how the perfect human being= 

role model’ said in English 

305 F2:               you mean body wise Interruption 

306 F1:  =looks like—-body wise and face  

307 F2:                                                           yeah  

308 F1: Yeah but exactly and not how to behave or what kind of—

((eh))—-how do you put it characteristics kind of= 
 

309 F2:             mm  

310 F1:   =social for example or ((eh)) something now we’re obviously 

now that social  
Referring to ‘we’ as a nation 

311 M1:                                        no  

312 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

313 F1: (in Sweden) like the social norm now is probably like you say 

day like we don’t want to sit with each other on the club we want 

to stick to ourselves we have (our) little (timelines)= 

 

314 F2:                                       mm  

315 F1:  =from day to night like  

316 M1: Yeah Affirmative 

317 M3: (and iPad) ((laugh))  

318 F1: Yes and ((laugh)) (everything in between)  

319 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

320 F1: ((eh)) so—I mean it is also  

321 F2: It is probably what it is all about like Interruption 

322 F1:                                                                yeah yes but that is 

obviously (what I mean) 
 

323   Silence 
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324 M1: But then also—I-i-it is a rather big question to discuss now i-if 

you were to consider ((eh)) color in the whole—then we have 

this immigrant question=  

 

325 F1:                                                                          yeah Quietly 

326 M1:  =and there can be people who are born in Sweden and that have 

(whose like) parents—but that have come from abroad ((eh)) 

originally= 

 

327 F1:                                                           mm  

328 M1:  =that are stilled looked upon as different even though they 

follow the norm 
 

329 F1: Yes——that’s right  

330 M1: But yeah yes then you can still (real it in) on that Sweden is a 

white country ((eh)) if you want to mix that into the norm ((eh)) 

but then it’s still that like even if people follow the socially 

accepted way—then they look different= 

 

331 F1:                                           mm  

332 M1:  =and then  

333 F1:  You go into into looks more than—like the actual person in itself  

334 F2: Mm  

335 M1: But I still guess that it can also be classified as the norm it is 

probably still like it is -i-i-its obviously like you say—that 

there’s a stereotype—for each country= 

 

336 F1:               mm  

337 M1:  =and some countries have a specific skin color others have 

another 
 

338 F1/F2: Mmm  

339 F2: And one wonders when it like when will it stop be seen as 

different when you’re like—not white= 
 

340 F1:                                                                              mm  

341 F2:  =In Sweden when will it ever be seen as normal or=  

342 M3:                                       I think it will become normal Spoken very fast 

343 F2:  =like  
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344 M2: It will even out soon=  

345 F1:                                     mm Quietly 

346 M2:  =because we are really ((eh)) mixed now  

347 F1: Yeah now we’re actually very=  

348 M2:                                                  yeah  

349 F1:  =mixed  

350 M2: Yeah but (it will) it fifteen twenty years we will even out  

351 F1: Mmm (I hope so) Quietly 

352 M1: (but) I still think you it it still probably is like this it will at the 

same time that it will become it will be more how do you say—

a-a very how do you put it 

 

353 F2:                                                                    cultural Questioning 

354 M1: Thanks ((laugh))  

355 MP: ((short laugh)) The whole group laughs 

356 M2: Multicultural  

357 M1: Multicultural country=  

358 F2:                                  Yeah thanks (that’s the word)  

359 M1:  =yeah (so) it will still be people who are on one side of the 

spectrum- 
 

360 F2: Exactly like it has with like generations= Interruption 

361 M1:                                                                     yeah  

362 F2:  =to do—We in our age maybe have now we have obviously 

gotten used to this that’s it’s always been like this for us= 
 

363 F1:                                   mm (that’s how it is)  

364 F2:  =those who are the generation above or two like they—they-  

365 M2:                They are judging Interruption 

366 F2: Yes yes but exactly and ((eh)) it’s often them who are the most 

xenophobic 
 

367 F1: Mm  
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368 F2: Because they're not used=  

369 F1:                                          they were not like that Interruption 

370 F2:  =to—no ((inaudible)) hope it will disappear with time   

371 F1: Mm  

372 M1: But it comes—that is also (based) on societies ((eh)) I was 

(exchange year)-or exchange student three years ago in 

Minnesota= 

 

373 F1/F2:                                                   mhm Showing interest 

374 M1:  =and that was when Trump said that he would start his 

campaign—and I was the only one laughing—when he said that 

he would become president 

 

375 F2: Mm  

376 M1: Everybody else in the area thought he was serious—and then it 

is (really like) then you get a perspective on—oh this is their like 

picture of everything and these were people who were my own 

age and nothing—that still said well this guy knows what he’s 

talking about 

 

377 F2: Mm  

378 M1: And of course there’s areas like this in Sweden as well—you 

have like you have small—this was a small a small farmer 

society that was very focused on church but there are those in 

Sweden as well 

 

379 F1: Mm  

380 F2: Yeah  

381 M1: It is just that it might not be Halmstad or Gothenburg=  

382 F1:                     no Affirmative 

383 M1:  =or Helsingborg ((eh)) or in Stockholm like but then it’s like 

this small burg 
 

384 F1: Small hole=  

385 M1:                   exactly  

386 F1:  =somewhere in between  

387 M1:  Out in like Småland ((eh))  

388 F1/F2: Yes mm Affirmative 
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389 M2: I’m from Småland  

390 M3: ((laugh))  

391 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

392 M2: That’s kind of how it is—no I’m just kidding  

393 MP: ((laugh)) M1 laughs loudly 

394 M1: W-was not meant to—ta-take offense like  

395 M2:  ((inaudible)) M2 Pronunciation 

incomprehensible  

396 MP: ((laugh))  

397 M1: ((laugh)) ((choked screaming noises)) M1 imitates anger and 

gestures 

398 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

399 M1: But then-then you will always have—even if we might not see it 

in the daily—you will of course still have it—if you say this 

group that have their own norm= 

 

400 F1/F2:             mmm  

401 M1:  =within—our country that has a norm  

402 M2: I think (that if) you see people that aren’t—like you have your 

own norm= 
 

403 M1:                                    mhm  

404 M2:  =that you think is good=  

405 M1:                                     mhm  

406 M2:  =is perfect—then you have another person who does not belong 

to your norm-then you think that they are strange—that’s how it 

is 

 

407 M1: That's probably true  

408 F2: Mmm yeah exactly like—  

409 M1: Everybody gets their own definition of (it)-  

410 M2: Exactly everybody’s different Interruption 

411 F2: Yes  

412 M2: We can’t-  
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413 F2: Everybody is differ-like different for someone else like Interruption 

414 M2: We can’t-we can’t expect that everybody is like me and looks 

like me and ((eh)) have the same ways as me 
 

415 F1:      no Affirmative 

416 M1: But should—does it then become more—does it if you say this 

question about difference—then-then it is based on a few if you 

say personal norms but does it become more that wh-what 

people say (is) different  is more of a questions of tolerance—

like is it like that- 

 

417 F1:                   what do you think is like—yeah Interruption 

418 M1: Precisely—that you like—no but when you hear that the person 

looks different but like he is of course-he is of course not that 

different= 

 

419 F1:                                                                 no Affirmative 

420 M1:  =and then it is completely or then he falls within the norm but 

then you have someone who looks a little like too—what to 

say—that distinguishes a little bit too much from their own 

norm= 

 

421 F1/F2:                                                    mmm  

422 M1:   =and all of the sudden they are in a different bubble—that then 

of course is seen as different instead of normal—normal= 
 

423 F1:                                 yes  

424 M1:  =and then it all of the sudden it obviously becomes another—

question all of the sudden—then it’s of course not what your—if 

you say—norm but then it becomes what interprets what can you 

tolerate  

 

425 F1: Yes that's right  

426 M1: And then of course it becomes ((laugh)) Then it’s of course more 

simple for then-then-then if you say tolerance you can build up= 
 

427 F1:                                            mm Quietly 

428 M1:  =slowly but surely=  

429 F1/F2:                                  mmm  

430 M1:  =not-not in maybe a weekend but-  
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431 M3: A generation Interruption 

432 M1: Yeah precisely  

433 F1: ((laugh)) yeah  

434 M1: Yeah then it can of course be easier but you in some way begin 

somewhere which—I guess is hard ((laugh))—because to put in 

a tolerance program in school is probably hard  

 

435 F1: Yeah no maybe (not)  

436 M1: Have it paralleled with the Swedish course  

437 F1: ((laugh))  

438 M1: Today you will learn-  

439 M2: How much can you take Interruption 

440 MP: ((laugh)) The whole group laughs 

441 M1: (But the thing is) new program with tolerance and nonattendance 

(give up) with five percent—ouch ouch ouch 
 

442 F1: ((laugh)) Quiet laughter 

443 F1:  Yes someone else's input maybe F1 turns to the rest of the 

group 

444 M1: No there's not much more to say—((eh)) I think it got to the 

bottom of this 
 

445 F1/F2: Mmm Affirmative 

446 I: That's good—because now time's up  
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Appendix C 
 

Först och främst - stort tack för att ni deltar i undersökningen.  

 

Den här undersökningen är i form av ett samtal som kommer att ta 20 minuter. Jag kommer att 

ge er två samtalsämnen att prata om och vill understryka att det här inte är något slags test på vad 

ni säger, utan känn er fria att prata så som ni pratar i vanliga fall.  

När 20 minuter har gått kommer jag att stoppa diskussionen och undersökningen är avslutat. Alla 

kommer att vara anonyma i resultatet av undersökningen. Ni är här frivilligt och kan när ni vill 

lämna samtalet och gå härifrån.  

 

Skulle ni vilja veta vad C-uppsatsen handlar om kommer jag att berätta det efteråt.  

 

 

 

 

English translation by Saga Thellman 

 

First and foremost - a huge thank you for participating in the research study. 

 

This research study is in the form of a conversation that will last for 20 minutes. I will give you 

two conversational topics to talk about and I want to stress that this is not any kind of test 

concerning what you say, so feel free to talk the way you would normally do.  

When 20 minutes have passed I will tell you to stop the discussion and the research study is 

finished. All participants will be anonymous in the result of the research study. You are here as 

volunteers and can therefore leave the conversation at any point and walk away. 

 

If you would like to know what the C-essay is about I will tell you afterwards.  
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